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Core Values

Service - We consistently engage with female 
and male farmers and other clients along the 

value chain, responding to their needs for quality 
service with respect and dignity.

Accountability - We commit to conduct 
ourselves in a transparent and honest 

manner in all our business dealings and to be 
accountable to our stakeholders for the correct 
use of resources and delivery of results.

Ownership - We uphold and respect the 
right of all stakeholders to enjoy ownership of 

FPDA programs and equal access to opportunities 
to participate in and benefit from the development 
of the horticulture industry regardless of age, 
gender and HIV status.

Excellence - We diligently seek innovative 
solutions to the challenges of the horticulture 

industry,strive to do our best always and focus on 
results.

Motivation - We are committed to providing 
an environment for highly motivated staff 

and other
value chain players, availing opportunities for 
continuous learning.

Teamwork - Our method is teams. Therefore, 
we believe in working with all stakeholders 

in the horticulture industry, building innovative 
institutional arrangements and partnership for the 
benefit of all value chain players.

Vision
Food and Nutrition Secure and Prosperous 

Communities in Papua New Guinea

Mission
Maximize the efficiency and productivity of 

female and male farmers and others in the 

value chain to enhance the development of 

a commercially and economically viable and 

sustainable horticulture industry.

Mandate
FPDA was established to provide technical 
information and market support service to 
enable male and female farmers to develop a 
competitive fruit and vegetable sector in Papua 
New Guinea.

Goal
Improved food and nutrition security, quality 
of life, income and business opportunities for 
farming communities and others who depend 
on the horticulture industry.

Purpose
Improved efficiency and productivity of female 
and male farmers and others along the value 
chain and a commercially viable and sustainable 
horticulture industry.
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ACIAR  Australian Centre for International Agriculture Research 
AOP  Annual Operational Plan
AR4D  Agriculture Research for Development
BSP   Bank South Pacific
CAD  Corporate Affairs Division
CPL   City Pharmacy Limited
DFAT  Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade - Australia
EHP   Eastern Highlands Province
ESPOGS  Elite Seed Potato Out-Grower Scheme
ESPP  Elite Seed Potato Program
FPDA  Fresh Produce Development Agency
FMB  Food Management Branch
G1   Generation one
IFAD  International Finance for Agriculture Development
IFC   International Financial Corporation
KPI’s  Key Performance Indicators
LLG   Local Level Government Council
LNG  Liquefied Natural Gas
MF  Model Farm
MFAT  Ministry of Forestry, Agriculture and Trade, New Zealand
NARI  National Agriculture Research Institute
NADP  National Agriculture Development Plan
NCS  National Catering Service
NDAL  National Department of Agriculture and Livestock
PVCD  Production and Value Chain Division
PDAL  Provincial Division of Agriculture and Livestock
PLB   Potato Late Blight Disease
RPCD  Research, Policy and Communication Division
SFML  Simbu Farmers Marketing Limited
SHP   Southern Highlands Province
SME  Small Medium Enterprises
TADEP  Transformative Agriculture and Entrepreneur Development Program
TPA   Thematic Program Area 
VE   Village Entrepreneur
VEW  Village Extension Workers Program
WHP  Western Highlands Province

Abbreviations & Acronyms
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Introduction

FPDA has consistently produced annual reports since 2011, 
following the development and implementation of its long 
term Strategic Development Plan (2010-2030). The first 
Medium Term Plan one (2011-2015) and the subsequent 
Annual Operational Plans (AOPs) and budgets from 2011 
to 2015 were articulated and implemented. FPDA reviewed 
its MTP1 and has developed its second MTP2 (2016-2020) 
at the end of 2015 were articulated and implemented. The 
2016 AOP and budget was the first year of implementation 
of MTP2, of which the outputs by programs and projects 
are reported in this annual report. FPDA continues to 
institutionalise strong governance practices through its 
planning and reporting processes of which this annual 
report is a testimony.

FPDA planning is based on the innovations systems thinking 
called, Agriculture Research for Development (AR4D).  This 
planning paradigm is result oriented and focuses on creating 
people level impacts. This meant that any agriculture 
research and development activities undertaken by FPDA, 
would always focus on key constraints and opportunities 
along fresh produce value chains, with the primary goal of 
helping fruit and vegetable growers and traders to improve 
their welfares and livelihoods from a base level. The plans 
had concise and measurable outcomes that address the 
basic development outcomes. These includes areas cropped, 
volumes produced, incomes generated, numbers of trainings 
conducted and people trained, apart from others. Beyond 
these traditional key performance indicators (KPI’s) are the 
pertinent indicators such as acquired welfare from the use 
of money generated from transactions made along the 
fresh produce value chains. These are broadly expressed in 
our strategic vision, which envisages prosperous and food 
secure farming families in Papua New Guinea. 

FPDA has embarked on innovative means to overcome pre-
existing and emerging constraints in achieving its various 
levels of goals espoused in its hierarchies of plans. One of 
the key innovation that FPDA uses in 2016 AOP and will 
continue to use throughout the course of implementing 
MTP2 is to forge productive partnerships with the public 
and private sector agencies. FPDA has sought partnership 
and collaborative arrangements with district authorities 
and provincial administrations in delivering market 
oriented extension and agribusiness advisory services to 
fresh produce value chain players. A number of MOUs and 
MOAs have been formalized with various district authorities; 
provincial administrations and governments in 2016 to 
further enhance these efforts. 

FPDA will continue to partner with international 
development partners such as Australian Centre for 
International Agriculture Research (ACIAR) and the 
Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 
(DFAT).  In addition, FPDA has been heavily involved 
in the design and scoping of a project sponsored by 
International Fund for Agriculture Development (IFAD). 
We envisage that the project, if approved, would become 
the major investment cornerstone in supporting the 
Horticulture Industry, going forward into the future. We 
strategically engage with our partners by ensuring that 
our R&D partnerships are always relevant and aligned 
to our priorities.

Another important decision that FPDA made in its MTP2 
is to focus on improving value chains of key crops which 
include potato, bulb onion and sweet potato. This will 
enable FPDA to develop viable export pathways for the 
three key crops overtime. These crops are parked under 
the Value Chain Innovation program and include Potato, 
Bulb Onion and Sweet potato. The potato and bulb onion 
are supported with PNG government funding, while the 
sweet potato is financially supported by the Australian 
government through DFAT (Department of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade) project implemented under the TADEP 
(Transformative Agriculture and Economic Development 
Program) program. The project is implemented through 
ACIAR (Australian Centre for International Agriculture 
Research).  One of the primary reasons for increasing 
focus on the crop specific value chains is to support the 
national governments push for development of SMEs 
(Small Medium Enterprises).  This is apart from other 
crop value chains, independent of these value chains.    

The 2016 operational year was quite challenging given 
cuts in the operational and development funds due to 
the down turn in the economy that has adversely affected 
the government cash flow. This was compounded with 
10.2% cut in the 2016 budget, compared to 2015 fiscal 
year. Despite the cash flow challenges, FPDA satisfactorily 
managed its operations through to the end of the year, 
making some remarkable achievements. 

Main Highlights

FPDA uses two models to deliver extension and agri-
business advisory services to farmers and other value 
chain players in the horticulture industry in PNG. These 
are the Village Extension Worker (VEW) model and 
Model Farm Approach (MFA). The VEW extension model 
uses lead farmers in local communities as extension 
agents of FPDA. 

ES

Executive Summary
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FPDA trains, supervises and provides production 
and marketing information to the VEWs to support 
a minimum of 12 farmers in their respective local 
communities.

The MFA on the other hand uses a model farm as 
field classroom for a large community of farmers (>20 
farmers) to converge and learn production, pest and 
disease control, post harvest, marketing, record keeping 
and gross margin analysis, including financial literacy 
for a specific period of time. They are then expected to 
go back and apply what they learn in their own private 
farms. In the MFA, FPDA staff work with the farming 
communities through all stages of a crop cycle from 
production through to marketing. 

 ■ FPDA maintains 46 Village Extension Workers across 
four regions of PNG during this year.  The VEW 
comprises 40% female and 60% male.   A total of 51 
model farms were established around the country 
to train farmers.  

 ■ A total of 4,952 farmers have been contacted 
through advisory services, 118 relevant trainings, 
and 302 supervisory visits.  A total of 9,091.4 tons of 
assorted fruits and vegetables were sold to various 
markets, with an estimate of K15, 944 120 earned 
by farmers and aggregators.

 ■ Seed potato has been a flag career of FPDA for 
almost 30 years.  FPDA is the only agency mandated 
to produce and supply clean potato seeds to farmers 
for commercial production.  There are 45 certified 
seed potato growers located in EHP, Simbu, Jiwaka, 
WHP, SHP, and Enga.  About 8 trainings conducted 
for farmers with 146 routine inspections and 
certification done to certify the seeds.  A total of 
379 tons of potato seeds produced and distributed 
to farmers, with an estimate amount of K1,144,120 
has gone to the seed growers.

 ■ Market linkages were improved and maintained 
with key value chain players of the fresh produce 
industry.  These include fresh produce traders, 
wholesaler, retailers, shipping and airline companies, 
and trucking companies.  About 31 entrepreneurs 
of fresh produce supplied 5,321 tons of assorted 
fruits and vegetables and generated over K8 million.  
With that income, 30% covered the overhead cost 
and 30% went to the entrepreneurs, while 40% 
transferred directly to farmers.  

 ■ Good partnerships developed and maintained 
since 2013 with major supermarkets and catering 
companies, coupled with import ban imposed by 
the National Government significantly impacted the 
fresh produce industry.  Majority of the supermarkets 
and catering companies started buying more local 
produce compared to imports.  They reported an 
average of 48% decrease in imports from 2015 to 
2016.  

 ■ It was estimated that supermarkets and catering 
companies have experienced a reduction of post-
harvest losses as a direct result of FPDA targeted 
interventions   It was also reported that the quality of 
local fruits and vegetables have gradually improved.

 ■ Volume of fresh produce shipped and airlifted out of 
Lae and Hagen to Port Moresby have been monitored 
since 2013 and have noticed an increasing trend.  
In 2016, both Air Niugini and PNG Air collectively 
airlifted 1,300 tons of fresh produce.  At the same time 
Consort Shipping and Bismark Shipping have moved 
significant volumes of fresh produce to Port Moresby . 

 ■ The FPDA Financial Management Manual has been 
developed this year and integrated with the IFMS 
(Integrated Financial Management System) of the 
Finance Department for prudent management 
of public funds.  All transactions relating to the 
disbursement of funds complies with the manual. 

Acknowledgement

FPDA is grateful to the national government for its 
confidence, demonstrated through its continued funding 
of its operational and development budgets.  FPDA would 
also like to acknowledge the Department of Agriculture 
and Livestock for policy guidance and leadership. 
Credit must also go to other development partners and 
stakeholders for their contribution and support. Finally, 
we express our sincere appreciation for the  collaboration 
and support by farmers and value chain players such as 
farmers, traders and end-users in partnering with FPDA 
this year. 

ES
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Challenges & Opportunities

The key challenge of the institution is budget constraint, 
and therefore the scope of operation is limited to traditional 
provinces only.  However, management has taken initiatives 
to partner with district services and provincial authorities.  
A number of MOAs have been signed but pending funding 
from partners for expansion and operation.  

Major challenges faced by the industry includes 
transportation and market infrastructure. Accessibility 
topotential production sites were impeded by poor road 
network. FPDA has been working closely with wholesalers, 
supermarkets, catering companies and transport 
companies in addressing some of the issues.

Despite the challenges, FPDA has embarked on developing 
partnership with key authorities.  The management 
initiated dialogues with district services and provincial 
authorities with MOAs signed include; ENB Provincial 
Government, Autonomous Region of Bougainville, and 
Daulo District of EHP.  

FPDA also partnered with both national and 
international institutions on implementing research 
projects.  FPDA in partnership with NARI implemented 
four research and develpment projects initiated by 
ACIAR (Australian Centre for International Agriculture 
Research). The research include; work done on 
indigenous vegetables, sweet potato value chain, 
women in business acumen, and sweet potato 
commercialization projects. 
 
FPDA will maintain and consolidate efforts on current 
farmer network through farmer capacity building.  
At the same time it will maintain the partnership 
and network with key value chain players to ensure 
effective and efficient values chain through constant 
dialogue and networking.  It will also focus on 
developing specific value chain for some key crops 
including; potato, bulb onion and sweet potato.  One 
of the major core businesses of FPDA is to generate 
and disseminate information for informed decision 
making on business transaction by all players of the 
industry.  

ES
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Board Members Administrative Structure

The primary role of FPDA board is to provide the 
strategic direction to FPDA through the strategic 
plan (2010-2030), the four subsequent five (5) year 
medium term plans (MTPs) and the respective annual 
operational plans and budgets and to ensure FPDA 
is commited and is adequately to achieving them. 
The board meets at the beginning of each year to 
approve the annual operational plans and budgets 
and once every quarter to assess the performance of 
FPDA with respect to implementation of each annual 
operational plan and budget. FPDA board also 
ensures that appropriate governance mechanisms 
such as financial and technical audits are done and 
reported through the respective annual reports. 

Governance and 

Administration

The Governance hierarchy comprised the Board of Directors of FPDA. 

The board of FPDA is responsible for determining and making decisions that enables 

and guides FPDA to focus on strategic industry related outcomes.

The administrative structure has 3 levels of hierarchy. 

The three hierarchies of the administrative structure of FPDA are, Governance, 

Executive and Operations.
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FABIAN CHOW
Board Chairman

MANUFACTURING

JOHN KENDIGA
Board Member

DEPT. OF 
AGRICULTURE

SANJA PEPAE
Board Member

DEPT. OF NATIONAL 

JOHN PONO
Company Secretary

FPDA

GREG BARRY
Board Member

PNG INSTITUTE OF 
DIRECTORS

LOMA PAMEA
Board Member

DEPT. OF TREASURY

DOT KAWAGLA
Board Member
WHOLESALERS

MARK WORINU
Ex-Officio

GENERAL MANAGER

FPDA board has seven members. Of the seven, three 
are ex-officio government representatives; each 
representing the departments of Agriculture, Treasury 
and the National Planning and Monitoring. The others 
represent the manufacturers and traders, the farmers 
and the women and youth in PNG. The board position 
representing the women and youth was vacant all 
throughout 2015. The brief snap shot of board members 
is given below.

The board meets at the beginning of each year to 
approve the annual operational plans and budgets 
and once every quarter to assess the performance of 
FPDA with respect to implementation of each annual
operational plan and budget. 

FPDA board also ensures that appropriate governance 
mechanisms such as financial and technical audits 
are done and reported through the respective annual 
reports.

Board Members

BM
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Board of Directors

Human Talents &
Resource Mangement

Finance & Accounts

Administration

Information Management 
& Communication Program

Policy & Planning Program

Research & Technology 
Development Program

Value Chain Innovation 
Program

Seed Potato Program

Seed & Planting 
Materials Program

Village Extension Worker
 (VEW) Program

Bulb Onion Program

Mr. Mark Worinu

Mr. John Pono Mr. Robert Lutulele Mr. Lucas Kindiwa

Corporate Affairs 
Division

Research, Policy &
Communication Division

Production & 
Value Chain Systems

General Manager

Mr.Tobby Apa Mr. Joe Koima Mr. Noel Kuman

Mr. Solomon Ramu Mrs. Rebecca None Mr. Gabby Aipanga

Vacant Vacant Mr. Alex Agiwa

Mr. Fabian Chow-Board Chairman

Administrative Structure

AS

Mr. Johnny Wemin

Mr. Wayne Powae

Seed Potato Inspection & 
Certification Program

Mr. Gure Tumae

Business & Investment

John Kewa
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Board Chairman's Message

It  gives me another great privilege as chairman of the 
board of FPDA to release the 6th annual report of the 
organization, since 2011. This annual report gives a 
detailed account of the achievements, challenges and 
the way forward faced by FPDA during 2016.

FPDA continues to subscribe to the key elements 
of strategic management and hence corporate 
accountability since the development of its strategic 
plan. Six years of being accountable to the government 
of Papua New Guinea and our other valued national and 
international development partners sets a new record 
for FPDA as an organization since its establishment 28 
years ago. My board of directors and I are proud to 
play an important policy and governance oversight 
to the development processes that FPDA has gone 
through over the years. We have watched and nurtured 
the organization to come thus far and will continue to 
ensure strong governance principals are adhered to, 
to ensure that FPDA positively benefits the farming 
communities.

The board looks to building the institutional capacity 
of FPDA in financial, administrative and technical 
aspects, which will enable the organisation to reach 
full potential to take on the government policies with 
confidence.

As FPDA turns towards 30 years of existence, it must 
focus on building the quality of its human resources 
apart from further institutionalizing the planning and 
financial management processes. It must invest in 
building its own offices across its main centers to 
be centers of excellence in providing advice and 
information to farmers and other value chain players. 

I take this opportunity to sincerely acknowledge 
and thank the national government of Papua New 
Guinea, particularly the department of treasury and 
finance for providing the financial resources to FPDA 
to implement its planned activities. We look forward 
to your continued support in the years to come. I also 
wish to acknowledge the national and international 
development partners for providing funds to support 
the implementation of the projects. 

I wish to convey my gratitude to the Australian 
government for the TADEP and the ACIAR funded 
projects, which has contributed significantly to the 
development of the horticulture industry in PNG. 

Finally, I look forward to maintaining productive 
partnerships with all stakeholders into the future.

BC

"FPDA is building its 
capacity and positioning 
itself to take on the 
government policies with 
confidence"

Mr. Fabian Chow
FPDA Board Chairman

Fabian Chow
Board Chairman
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The executive management is comprised of the general manager and three divisional managers. The executive management 
of FPDA is responsible for executive decisions in FPDA. Each executive manager is responsible for a number of programs 
and projects. These programs and projects are responsible for implementing planned activities to achieve milestones and 
outputs under respective programs and projects of their respective divisions outlined in the annual operational plans.. 

Executive Management

Mr. Mark Worinu is General Manager of FPDA. Mr. Worinu is the advisor to 
the Board of FPDA and provides the general oversight on implementation 
of planned programs and project activities annually within budget 
frameworks. Mr. Worinu holds a Degree in Tropical Agriculture from 
University of Natural Resources and a Masters Degree in International 
Development from Lincoln University, New Zealand.

Mr. John Pono is the executive 
manager for the Corporate Affairs 
Division (CAD). Mr. Pono oversees 
the management of the finance 
and administration human resource 
and revenue and investment 
programs of FPDA. Mr. Pono is also 
the company secretary. He holds 
a diploma in Human resource 
through distant study and a post 
certificate diploma in Agriculture 
from the University of Natural 
Resources.

Mr. Lucas Kindiwa is executive 
manager for the Production and 
Value Chain Division (PVCD). He 
is responsible for the regional 
extension services through the 
Village Extension Workers (VEW) 
program, Elite Seed Potato program, 
Potato Inspection and Certification 
program, Bulb Onion program, 
Value Chain Innovation program. Mr. 
Kindiwa holds a Bachelors degree 
in Agriculture Science from the 
University of Papua New Guinea.

Mr. Robert Lutulele is executive 
the manager for Research, Policy-
Planning, and Communication 
Division (RPCD). He is responsible 
for Research and Technology 
Development program, Policy, 
Planning & Monitoring and 
Evaluation program and Information 
and Communication program. Mr. 
Lutulele holds a Bachelor Degree 
in Agriculture Science from the 
University of Technology and a 
Masters Degree in Development 
Economics from the University of 
Queensland, Australia.

Mr. Robert Lutulele
Research, Policy-Planning & 

Communication

Mr. John Pono
Corporate Affairs

Mr. Mark Worinu
General Manager

Mr. Lucas Kindiwa
Production & Value Chain 

Systems

EM
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General Manager's Message

It is pleasing to report on the performance of FPDA for the 
2016 operational year. 

I must admit, that managing for results under difficult 
times, with limited funding is very challenging. This year, 
FPDA’s annual operational budget was slashed by 10.2 
percent. We had to make economic decisions on what to 
spend on, how much to spend and when to spend. Despite 
this, I am proud that FPDA has performed exceptionally 
well, exceeding even 2015 targets.

The overall aggregated volumes of produce grown and 
supplied by VEWs and their contact farmers in 2016, 
exceeded the volumes and values in 2015 by more than  
60 percent.. The volume of elite seed potatoes produced 
this year was 75 tons, which was the highest over the last 
4 years. 

Value chain and marketing results are outstanding. This year 
records the highest volumes and values of fresh produce 
sold through the domestic value chains reaching in excess 
of 5,321 tons worth more than 8 million kina. Most of this 
money goes into the pockets of our farmers and middle 
traders. Moreover, imported volumes of fresh produce by 
major supermarkets in Port Moresby have dramatically 
declined. In contrast, most have increased their purchase 
of local products, thus, injecting much need cash into 
the rural economy during these tough economic times. A 
remarkable scenario that unfolds this year is the reduction 
of post harvest losses from a high of 35% in 2014 and 2015 
to an average of 12.8%. 

The bulb onion program produced a record volume of 1544 
tons valued at more than K3.7 million farm gate price since 
FPDA adopted the crop as one of its focused crops in 2005. 
These are some of the highlights of our achievements by 
our key service delivery programs.  

These achievements have set the platform for FPDA to 
make further progress. We will continue to increase focus 
on three key focused crops of Potato, Onion and Sweet 
potato in the coming years through effective and efficient 
value chains. We will also increase focus on research 
and development to sustain productivity at high levels 
under emerging challenges of reduced land areas under 
production, low soil fertility status, complex customer 
preferences and arising opportunities from increasing 
demand for onion, potato chips and quality sweet potato 
by the growing middle class in PNG. 

FPDA continues to be challenged in its pursuit for better 
service delivery from the constraining policy environment 
such as increasing costs of seeds, fertilizers and pesticides 
from currency devaluation. 

I am confident of a bright future, despite the many 
challenges that lies ahead. I believe that as long as FPDA 
continues to maintain productive partnerships we can 
remain competitive. 

Thank you all for your support and confidence in FPDA.

Mark Worinu
General Manager

GM

" FPDA would like to 
maintain productive 
partnerships to 
remain competitive "

Mr. Mark Worinu
General Manager
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STATUTORY FUNCTION

The Fresh Produce Development Agency (FPDA) 
is a semi-autonomous government agency 
establish under the Papua New Guinea Company 
Act 1997. The Department of Agriculture and 
Livestock and The Department of Treasury are 
the two shareholders of FPDA. 

PURPOSE AND ROLE

FPDA will act as a catalyst for change in the 
fresh produce industry in Papua New Guinea by 
encouraging farmers to take farming as business 
and facilitating the improvement of the value 
chains.

In FPDA's Strategic Plan 2011-2030 the 
organisational goal states that FPDA will 
make a significant contribution to:

 x Improved food and nutrition security, quality 
of life, incomes and business opportunities 
for farming communities and others who 
depend on the horticulture industry.

 x In making its contribution to achieving this 
goal, FPDA’s organisational purpose is to 
achieve:

 x Improved efficiency and productivity of 
female and male farmers and others in 
the value chain and a commercially and 
economically viable and sustainable 
horticulture industry.

To achieve its organisational purpose and 
be an effective catalyst for innovation in 
the horticultural industry, FPDA’s role is 
to:

 x gather, hold and disseminate technical and 
scientific knowledge on horticulture

 x provide information and advice to people 
involved in commercial horticulture

 x provide policy advice on matters relating to 
the horticultural industry.

MAIN FUNCTION

FPDA's functions in carrying out its roles are:

1. To act as a source of information on horticultural 
market systems in Papua New Guinea

2. To provide information to farmers and other value 
chain participants

3. To act as a conduit of information relating 
to horticultural marketing systems and new 
technologies

4. To support the horticultural industry through 
market-focussed research and policy advice

FPDA with other commodity-based 
organisations aims to build the horticulture 
industry:

 x through its adaptive research program, FPDA 
assists farmers assess the commercial advantages 
of new technologies;

 x by providing information on and promoting the 
uptake of new technologies and systems;

 x by maintaining a research function to respond 
to emerging threats to Papua New Guinea’s 
horticultural production capacity;

 x by identifying, documenting, and taking steps to 
address policy and regulatory issues which affect 
commercial horticulture in Papua New Guinea;

 x by collaborating with other organisations on 
projects relating to commercial horticultural 
activities in Papua New Guinea.

In carrying out its functions, FPDA will:
 x work with value chain participants to improve the 

efficiency of the marketing systems for significant 
commercial crops;

 x provide support to specific crop industry sector 
groups as they develop;

 x through its adaptive research program, FPDA 
assists farmers assess the commercial advantages 
of new technologies;

 x work with rural communities to assist farmers 
develop and maintain their ability to produce 
a range of horticultural crops in response to 
market requirements; and seek opportunities for 
improving farmer access to quality horticultural 
inputs, particularly planting materials.

Organisational Profile

OP
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FPDA continues to show financial resilience and 
an ability to perform sustainably during the 
current economic challenge. It continues to meet 
the challenges of uncertain and rapidly changing 
environment, and this year has been another great 
example of where we have achieved our financial 
objectives by delivering expected outputs of the 
2016 annual operational plan.   Considering the 
challenge, FPDA continues to exercise tight cost 
control measures and working capital management. 

Table 1: Statement of Comprehensive Income for the Financial 
Year ended 31 December 2016

2016 (K) 2015 (K)
Total Income 9,361,365 6,413,706

Total Expenses 7,877,166 8,583,211

  
Net Profit/(Loss) 1,484,199 -2,169,505

Table 2: Statement of Financial Performance for the year ended 31 
December 2016

2016 (K) 2015 (K)
Assets   
Total Cash & Cash Equivalents 11,536,070 10,264,270
Total Debtors & Prepayments 156,890 173,308
Fixed Assets 5,869,748 5,916,641

Total Assets 17,562,708 16,354,219
  

Liabilities   
Total Creditors, Accruals & 
Provisions

412,112.00 757,441.67

Net Assets 17,150,596 15,747,187
  

Equity   

Issued Capital 2 2

Retained Earnings 17,150,594 15,747,185

Total Equity 17,150,596 15,747,187

Statement of Comprehensive Income

FPDA recorded Total Revenue of more than K9.3million 
in 2016, against total expenses of more than 
K7.80million. Total revenue reported exceeded the 
total expenses, thus a profit of more than K1.4 million 
made for the financial year. This profit was mainly 
attributed to annual recurrent funding appropriation 
of more than K6.6 million for 2016 and K2 million 
PIP funding allocation, which was front loaded in 
mid 2016. 

Due to total annual appropriation of recurrent funding 
of more than K6.7million fully received and K2million 
PIP funding front loaded in 2016, has increased cash 
at bank balance by approximately K1.50million, when 
compared to 2015  

No major movements noticed in trade debtor and fixed 
assets accounts.  Thus, 2016 audit reports more than 
K11.5 million sitting in the bank accounts. Total assets 
reported for 2016 is K17.5million (33%), when compared 
to total liabilities of K412, 112 (1%). This indicates that 
liabilities are less than our total assets and manageable. 
Company’s total equity stands at K17.1million (33%).

Statement of Financial Performance

Revenue Budget vs Actual

The 2016 revenue forecast was around K9million with 
K6.67million re-current funding, K2 million PIP funding 
and residual and internal funding of K350, 000 adds up 
to K9 million. There wasn’t any development funding 
received, although two ongoing projects, and three 
new priority projects submission was made to National 
Planning & Monitoring Department in 2015.

Expenditure Budget vs Actual

Most of the recurrent expenditure relates to Personnel 
Emoluments and Operational Expenses which take up 
61% [40%] & [21%] respectively. This was followed 
by, Travel & Substance, Office Overhead and Capital 
Expenditure which adds up to another [39%].

The increase in PE (Separate PE from operational 
expenses) and Operational expenses [61%] is mainly 
due to 5% annual review of salaries and wages 
recommended by independent human resource 
consultant and approved by board of FPDA in 2016 
to implement [pay out]. Whereas; remaining [39%] 
expenses represent purchase of new office equipment’s 
for the head office and 3x regional offices, office 
overhead cost, and scheduled field travels made over 
the period to visit and work on the project sites.

2016 Finance Review

Statement of Comprehensive Income represented by-Bar Graph

FR
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Board Members Administrative Structure

The others represent the manufacturers and traders, 
the farmers and the women and youth in PNG. The 
board position representing the women and youth 
was vacant all throughout 2015. The brief snap shot 
of board members is given below.

Key Result Area (KRA)

Highlights & Achievements

Key Result Areas (KRA’s) are the main key deliverables that FPDA intends to focus on during the medium term plan 

2 (2016-2020). They guide FPDA’s planning and resource allocation within the overall context of the FPDA strategic 

plan (2010-2030) and the MTP2 (2016-2020). The progress made by FPDA in achieving the main outputs of the 

KRA’s will be reported over the MTP2 period to enable FPDA, industry players and other stakeholders to assess our 

performance and commitment to achieving the overall goals of the industry overtime.

The highlights and key achievements of the 2016 AOP will form the benchmark for the performance of FPDA in 

achieving its goal in MTP2.  The report will be organized to show the annual performance of FPDA in these key 

areas of focus.  FPDA’s progressive performance across the six KRA’s of MTP2 (2016-2020) is essentially aligned to 

the goal of MTP2.

The domestic market is consistently supplied with affordable high 
quality fruits and vegetables through vibrant value chains. 

MTP2 GOAL:
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Program Outcome  x Increased volume of domestic fruits and vegetables of commercial 
significance.

Program KPI’s  x Production volume increased by 20% by 2020
 x Prices of local produce decreased from current price levels.

2016 Annual Outputs MTP2 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Increased production 
of crops of commercial 
significance

Production volume increased by 20% 
by 2020

Production increased by more than 
39% from 2014 figures and 61% 
from 2015 production figures. 

Prices of local produce decreased 
from the current levels.

No data to determine the price 
levels.

2. Market oriented 
extension services 
improved.

60 Fresh produce SMEs developed 
by 2020 

No baseline data to measure this 
indicator.

100 Market oriented farming 
communities developed by 2020

No baseline data to measure this 
indicator.

Production capacities of growers 
improved by more than 20% by 2020. 

3,511 farmers contacted, 
supervised and trained.

3. Production effectively 
mobilized

Production volume and values of 
crops of commercial significance 
increased by 20% by 2020

2,646 tons consolidated and sold 
to various markets.
K4 million worth of fresh produce 
sold in 2016.
2016 volumes and values increased 
by 39% from 2014 and 61% from 
2015 respectively.

Import volumes of crops of 
commercial significance reduced by 
50% by 2020

Baseline imports of fresh produce 
not yet determined. 

4. Improved access to 
farm inputs.

Demand for seed increased by 20% 
by 2020.

Baseline on annual seed imports 
not yet determined.

30% increase in supply of vegetative 
planting materials by 2020.

FPDA supplied 3.5 tons of elite 
seeds to Goilala district.

5. Partnerships established 
with input suppliers and 
others along the market 
place.

30 productive partnerships 
established by 2020

9 partnerships established 
including 3x ex-situ germplasm 
pineapple collections, 1x citrus and 
5x elite seed growers.

45 certified seed potato growers 
serviced this year.

Provincial and district seed schemes 
established and operational.

3x provinces (EHP, Enga and SHP) 
and 1x district (Goilala) support 
elite and certified seed production 
in PNG.
53 seed potato farmer profiles 
completed.

Scaling of Production and Supply 
of Fruits and Vegetables K

R
A

In this corporate phase II, FPDA wants to accelerate the 
transition from subsistence to market oriented production 
systems. This would be achieved through mobilising its 
extension and advisory services to support commercial 
production systems aimed at supplying the requirements 
of specified markets, either directly or indirectly through 
wholesale aggregators and traders of fresh produce. The 
key to consistently supply markets, depends on the degree 

and consistency of scaling of production and supply by 
respective players in each segment of a value chain. 
This is largely influenced by a multitude of factors 
affecting different players in each segment and hence a 
holistic approach in developing commercially oriented 
value chain systems is critical. Building on the progress 
made so far, FPDA will continue to mobilise farming 
communities to consistently supply the markets. 

Table 3: Aggregate 2016 KRA1 Achievem
ents against M

TP2 O
utputs and M

TP2 KPI Targets
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AScaling of Production and Supply 
of Fruits and Vegetables 

6. Improved productivity 
of crops of commercial 
significance.

20% increase in Yield by 2020 Yield increased not measured.

7. Improved technologies 
developed and 
promoted.

20x improved farming technologies 
promoted and adopted by 2020. 

3x improved bulb onion varieties 
now sold and grown

8. Best farming practices 
adopted (extension) 20% increase in Yield by 2020. Yield increases not measured.

9. Quality local seed and 
planting materials 
readily available.

Seed standards used in maintaining 
local seeds and planting materials.  

146 routine mandatory inspections 
conducted for seed potato farmers

20% increase in volumes of quality 
seeds produced and distributed from 
2014 figures.  

Received 4 batches totaling 44,300 
tissue culture plantlets.

303 tons certified seeds produced 
from a total of 163 hectares of land 
by the 45 seed growers.

More than 5,000 potato growers using 
quality seeds and planting materials. 

600 potato growers bought the 
303 tons of certified seed potatoes 
to produce table potatoes.

Improved capacity of seed and 
planting material producers and 
suppliers.

10x trainings conducted on 
production and handling of elite 
and certified seed potatoes.
27 seed growers trained on all 
aspects of seed potato inspection 
and certification

High income levels from production 
and sale of seed and planting 
materials.

The estimated value of certified 
seeds is K1,144,120 averaged at 
K25,425 per seed grower.

Highlights

 x 4,154 farmers contacted, supervised and trained.

 x 2,984 tons consolidated and sold to domestic 
markets, earning K5.144 million, which represents 
a volume increase by 39% from 29014 and 61% 
from 2015.

 x 303 tons of certified seed potatoes grown by 
600 certified seed growers for the ware potato 
market.

 x The estimated value of 303 tons of certified seeds 
worth K1,144,120.  This volume is supposedly 
produced and hence procured from 43 seed 
growers averaging K25,425 per seed grower.

 x 3.5 tons of elite seeds were procured by Goilala 
District Development Authority (DDA) to revive 
potato production in the district.

Challenges

 x Annual planning process is not properly guided to 
get programs to focus on key MTP2 deliverables.

 x M&E framework is not in place to guide program 
focus and data collection on key deliverables.

Way Forward

 x Conduct relevant studies to establish baseline data 
for various parameters.

 x Coordinate annual program plans to focus on MTP2 
deliverables.

 x Strong M&E system to ensure focus on key 
deliverables and important data is captured.
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Having access to good quality seeds and planting 
materials that are affordable and available for consistent 
farming is still a major challenge for the fresh produce 
industry.   Seeds and planting materials are important 
component of the vibrant and sustainable value chain 
system.  Therefore, this program liaises with existing input 
suppliers and other service providers through networking 
and partnership, to ensure seeds and planting materials of 
all crops of commercial significance are readily available 
and easily accessible by farmers. 

1 Program & Project Highlights 
K

R
A

Another important role of the program is to collect relevant 
information on seeds and make this available for informed 
decision making by input suppliers and growers. The 
program facilitates Irish Potato seed information through 
the Elite Seed Potato Program.

Summary of achievements of seed and planting material 
program is shown on table 4. 

Highlights

 x The program partnered with four agro-chemical 
agents to supply inputs to producers in Simbu and 
Wau-Bulolo who supply major fresh produce wholesale 
aggregators in the respective localities. 

 x Established and continuing to maintain five germplasm 
collections of which 3 are for pineapple. Two of these 
are located in East New Britain province and one in 
Sogeri. Central province. 

 x Reached a mutual understanding with the Department 
of Agriculture and Livestock for FPDA to maintain the 
rich collection of citrus at Menifo.

Challenges
 x Key performance indicators are not measurable due 

to lack of relevant baseline data.

 x Seed supply is not consistent with demand, primarily 
due to lack of an effective information platform for 
exchange of relevant information on demand, prices 
and quantity in stock etcetera.

Way Forward

 x Establish a platform and system for exchange of 
relevant information on seeds, such as price, quantity, 
variety, availability etcetera amongst seed suppliers 
and producers of crops of commercial significance 
across market oriented producing areas in PNG.

Seed & Planting Materials Program

Program Outcome  x Growers easily access quality clean seeds and planting materials of crops of 
commercial significance.

Program KPI’s
 x A 20% increase in demand for seed and clean planting material by 2020.

 x Planting materials suppliers increased by 100 by 2020.

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Farming inputs easily 
accessed

Seed supply increased by 5%. No baseline data to measure this indicator.

Agrochemicals increased by 2%. No baseline data to measure this indicator.

Number of farmers accessing 
seeds increased by 10%. No baseline data to measure this indicator.

Volume of production increased 
by 10%.

No baseline data to measure the 
performance against this indicator.

4 x seeds & agrochemical 
distribution agents established.

Engaged 4 agents for seed & 
agrochemical supplies with 2 in Wau/
Bulolo and 2 in Simbu to supply Wau 
Fresh and SFML markets respectively.

4 x germplasm collection 
established.

Continuing to maintain ex-situ germplasm 
collections (3x pineapple in ENBP (2) and 
Sogeri (1) and 1 citrus at Menifo).

Information disseminated to 
farmers on radio.

Information on seed (Specie, variety, price, 
retailer and location) collected and yet to be 
analyzed and disseminated. 

Innovative SMS information system 
on availability of seeds and their 
respective prices etc.

Work in progress, to be rolled out and pilot 
tested in 2017.

Table 4: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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 x Conduct relevant baseline studies to ascertain 
the status of key indicators on seeds and planting 
materials for the fresh produce industry as 
outlined in table 4 above. 

 x Coordinate collection and dissemination of 
necessary information amongst seed suppliers 
and users to better link production trends.

 x Program manager to increasingly network with 
other production oriented programs such as VEW, 
seed potato, onion and sweet potato to identify 
seed production and availability issues and to 
easily relate production statistics to seed supply 
trends.

Details of Program Achievement.

Four seeds and agrochemical agents engaged to 
supply farm inputs.

Better access to seed and clean planting materials is an 
ongoing issue. It is of critical importance, in new areas 
where market oriented fruits and vegetable production 
is becoming an important economic activity, as 
opposed to traditional vegetable producing areas 
where seed supply systems are well established. The 
Seed and Planting Material Program (SPMP) pursues 
networking with established traders in high production 
areas to trade agro-chemicals, where there are no 
specialized agro-chemical suppliers present. Moreover 
the SPMP supports such arrangements where markets 
for fresh produce exist and there are more producers 
available to buy agriculture inputs to enhance their 
production. 

The newly established agrochemical agents are;

(i) Jarvanandi Super Market – Wau, Morobe Province 
(ii) Nambawan Supermarket  -  Bulolo, Morobe Province
(iii) Sika Didiman Store – Kundiawa, Simbu 
(iv) TNA Hardware and Farmers Supplies – Kundiawa, 
Simbu 

Four (4) x Germplasm collection established
  
Field germplasms maintains diverse genetic materials of 
crops of commercial significance, which are propagated 
vegetatively.  Three pineapple germplasms and one 
citrus germplasm are maintained by the FPDA seed 
and planting material program under partnership 
arrangement with others. The details are given below. 

 x Two ex-situ pineapple germplasms established at 
Kokopo in the East New Britain Province with a 
total of 4000 suckers supplied for multiplication & 
distribution.

 x One ex-situ pineapple germplasm established at 
Sogeri in the Central Province with 2,000 pineapple 
suckers supplied for multiplication and distributions. 

 x One citrus germplasm identified at Menifo in the 
Eastern Highlands Province in collaboration with the 
National Department of Agriculture and Livestock in 
Goroka Office.  

Information disseminated to farmers on radio

 x Seed and farm input data were collected from 
forty-four (44) input suppliers from EHP, WHP, 
Simbu, JIWAKA, and Morobe Province. The data 
collected include  names of input suppliers, chemical, 
fertilizer, vegetable seed varieties and their prices 
(K) per packets and the types of packets (tins and 
packets), tins or repacked. Relevant information 
will be packaged for dissemination through various 
communication mediums. 

Innovative SMS information system on availability 
of seed and price

 x Seed data collected from Brian Bell shops in all 
centers in PNG, but work in progress to have data 
uploaded for use in phone SMS

Seed & Planting Materials Program

Program & Project Highlights 
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The Village Extension Worker (VEW) program is an 
innovative agriculture extension model, developed by 
FPDA in 1998.  FPDA uses this model to effectively deliver 
extension and agribusiness advisory services.  It continues 
to increasingly advocate market driven extension 
approach as a way forward for the industry to consistently 
meet the market requirements.   The delivery methods 
increasingly emphasized capacity building, through an 
intensive field and crop based learning paradigm.  The 
transfer of farming skills is demonstrated on model farms 

1 Program & Project Highlights 
K

R
A

according to cropping cycle.  The role of VEW program 
in collecting and disseminating relevant production and 
market information is pivotal for the industry. There are 
currently 46 active VEWs in the EHP, WHP, JIWAKA, Central, 
NCD, and ENBP that are mobilizing farmers to produce and 
supply various markets.  These VEWs are leading farmers 
in the respective communities that FPDA supervises and 
mentors to assist other farmers on technical and marketing 
information and advice.

Program Outcome  x Market oriented extension services improved

Program KPI’s
 x 60 fresh produce SMEs developed by 2020

 x 100 market oriented farming communities developed by 2020

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Market oriented 
extension services 
increased.

Crops of commercial significance 
identified for economic corridors Survey not conducted.

100 farming communities 
identified & mobilized Not quantified.

100 relevant trainings conducted. 34 farmer trainings conducted.
5,000 x supervisory visits 
conducted. 130x supervisory visits conducted.

Farmers sell produce to 6 x 
arranged formal markets.

18x formal markets purchase produce 
from VEWs and contact farmers (see table 
6) for details.

3,000 farmers   contacted and 
trained. 

3,511 farmers contacted, supervised and 
trained.

5 tons of assorted fresh produce 
sold.

2,646 tons consolidated and sold to various 
markets worth more than K4 million.

Volume of specific crops increased 
by 5%

2016 volumes and values increased by 39% 
from 2014 and 61% from 2015 respectively. 

Number of farmers growing 
specific crops increased by 5%

# Farmers increased by 35% from 2014 and 
3% from 2015 figures (see figure 5)

Farmers network expanded to 
economic corridors

Implemented for Southern Economic 
Corridor – Hela province.

Highlights
 x The program reasonably performed well amidst the 

prevailing challenges due to delayed or below than 
normal government budgetary allocations in the first 
half of 2016.

 x Significant improvements in production and value of 
crops grown by VEW’s 2016, compared to achievements 
in 2015 due to improved production conditions, post-El 
Nino. Produce volume was 2,646 tons with a farm gate 
value of K4 million representing an increase by 39% from 
2014 and 61% from 2015 figures (see figure 5). 

 x A record of 3,511 farmers were trained and contacted over 
the year compared to the target of 3000 farmer contacts, 
which is a 14% bonus. Annually, 2016 outperformed 2014 
by 35% and 2016 by 3% (see figure 4).  

 x Of the 3,511 contacted and trained farmers, 45% were 
female and 55% male.

Village Extension Worker Program

Challenges
 x Funding constraint was the major challenge affecting 

the implementation of core activities of the program. 

 x One of the big challenges is VEW literacy or 
educational level. Most VEWs are not educated to 
secondary or tertiary level.

 x Farmers’ not taking farming as a business. 

 x Ratio of extension advisor to farmers continues to be 
the biggest challenge

Way Forward
 x Increase funding allocation for extension delivery

 x Review VEW data collection form and VEW 
Operational Manual

 x The future focus of VEW engagement would target 
educated farmers 

Table 5: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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 x Expansion of VEW program to non-contact provinces

 x Link VEW extension network to focus extension support 
on crops of commercial significance per VEW center 
and where market demand for produce are strong.

 x Conduct relevant studies to determine the baseline for 
key performance indicators of the program.

Details of Program Achievement
 x Farmers contacted, trained and supervised, increases 

by a small margin from 2015 figures while it increased 
by a bigger margin from the 2014 figures. There was a 
wider farmer consultations and trainings that enabled 
the increase in farmer contacts. 

 x The production volume exceeds the 2015 and 2014 
production figures by more than 1500 tons and 1000 

Village Extension Worker Program

Program & Project Highlights 

tons respectively despite the significant reduction 
in the extension budget to K400, 000 in 2016 
from K1 million in 2014, and K600, 000 in 2015. 
This achievement could be an indication of close 
supervision of VEW’s and extension officers then was 
the case previously, which resulted in improved data 
collection and reporting. This may not necessarily be 
an indication of increase in production by VEWs and 
their contact farmers.

 x 2016 production reached the highest of the three 
years at a total of 2,646 tons valued at K4 million 
compared to 1,619 tons valued at K5.6 million in 
2014 and 1,034 tons valued at K2.04 million in 2015. 
The high value of fresh produce in 2014 may be due 
to LNG price effect from high inflation, following the 
LNG project. 

 x On the other hand, the reduction in volume and 
value in 2015 is a reflection of the adverse effect 

on production and hence 
income by the El’ Nino 
which led to severe frost 
and drought throughout 
major fruits and vegetable 
producing areas across 
PNG. 

 xA total of 3511 farmers 
contacted, trained and 
supervised of which 45% 
were female and 55% 
male as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 4.  Number of farmers contacted from 2014 to 2016

Figure 5: Volume of assorted fruits and vegetables produced and 
money earned from 2014 to 2016.

Figure 6: Distribution of volume of assorted fresh produce 
and money earned by regions in 2016

 x Figure 6 shows the performance of each 
region by volume of fresh produce and income 
earned in 2016.  WHP and JIWAKA had the 
highest volume of production, with ENBP the 
least.  Volume produced by WHP & JIWAKA 
was 2287.4 tons with K 2,712,524 earned by 
farmers. VEWs and farmers from National 
Capital District and Central province produced 
237.5 tons and earned K 968,751.  The EHP 
farmers produced 111.4 tons and earned K 
286,743.  The ENBP farmers produced 9.4 tons 
and earned K 22,854.

 x The gaps between volumes produced and 
values are a reflection of the high price 
differentials relative to supply of produce 
for each of the four markets. Moreover, the 
graph in figure 6 does not truly represent the 
actual level of production of fresh produce 
in these provinces. It however, reflects the 
inconsistencies that exist in the collection of 
data across FPDA managed sites. 

Region Formal 
Market Volume (t)

WHP & Jiwaka 8 200

EHP 2 80

NCD & CP 6 120

ENBP 2 3

TOTAL 18 303

 x 303 tons of assorted produce sold to 18 
x formal markets in this period.  

 x More than 80% of produce are sold at the 
open urban and local markets.

Figure 7: Distribution of 
farmers contacted by sex for 
2016
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The core function of the Elite Seed Potato Program is to 
ensure sufficient volumes of quality elite seed potato are 
made available to private certified seed growers.  FPDA 
does this because of low private sector involvement, 
compared to ware potato production. The program has 
three components. These are (1) tissue culture production 
under a commercial arrangement with NARI at the Aiyura 
tissue culture laboratory (2) mini-tuber production in 
the 24 aphid proof screen houses at FPDA seed potato 
multiplication center in Tambul, WHP and (3) the elite 
seed production at the field level under partnership 
arrangement with private elite seed potato out-growers 

1 Program & Project Highlights 
K

R
A

across Eastern Highlands, Jiwaka, Southern Highlands and 
Enga provinces. The out grower scheme was developed 
to sustain elite seed potato production because the land 
in Tambul which was used for production of elite seeds is 
contaminated with bacterial wilt.  The process of producing 
table potato from tissue culture plantlet in the laboratory 
takes about five years. It therefore, is important for the elite 
seed potato production and especially the inspection and 
certification services to be stringent in maintaining clean 
seeds for consistency in supply of seed and eventually ware 
potato to consumers.

Program Outcome  x Clean seed potatoes are readily available and easily accessible by potato 
growers.

Program KPI’s  x Consistent supply of potato by 2020 Local potato replaces 50% of imported 
potato by 2020.

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Irish potato value chain 
enhanced

Seed tracing mechanism 
established Not done

Profiling of elite seed growers 
completed Not done

12 x radio awareness talks on 
seed production Not done

2 x relevant trainings conducted 
in each zone

2x trainings conducted at Enga Gutnius 
Lutheren church in Kandep and at 
Sembirigi, Southern Highlands province 
with support from Oil Search Limited.

Batches and number of plantlets 
supplied by NARI.

Received 4 batches totaling 44,300 tissue 
culture plantlets.

Volumes and values of quality 
elite seeds increased by 10% from 
the 2015 estimates

75 tons elite seeds produced by FPDA in 
partnership with private elite seed out-
growers, worth K225,000.

Volumes and values of certified 
seeds produced by private seed 
growers

45 certified seed potato growers serviced 
this year.
303 tons certified seeds produced from a 
total of 163 hectares of land by the 45 seed 
growers.
The estimated value of certified seeds is 
K1,144,120 averaged at K25,425 per seed 
grower.

Volumes of seeds supplied (Sold)

FPDA supplied 3.5 tons of elite seeds to 
Goilala district.
600 ware potato growers bought the 303 
tons of certified seed potatoes.

Partnerships on elite seed potato 
production

Elite seed schemes implemented with 
support from EHP, Enga and SHP and Goilala 
district.
FPDA partnered with five private seed 
growers in EHP, Enga, SHP and Jiwaka to 
grow elite seeds under an out-grower 
arrangement.

Elite Seed Potato Program
Table 6: 2016 KPI achievem

ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Highlights
 x Results show a general improvement in performance by 

the program across most key performance indicators 
in 2016.

 x 45 certified seed potato growers made K1,144,120 from 
sale of 303 tons of certified seeds to over 600 commercial 
potato growers in the highlands.FPDA produced 75 tons 
of elite seeds with the market value of K262,500.  

 x Increased partnership arrangements to produce elite and 
certified seed potatoes had been forged between FPDA 
and Eastern Highlands province, Southern Highlands, 
Enga provinces and Goilala district.

 x FPDA receives 4 batches of plantlets from NARI with 
44,300 individual plantlets. A shortfall of more than 
100,000 tissue culture plantlets from the planned number 
of 144,000 plantlets. 

Challenges
 x Inconsistent supply of tissue culture plantlets by NARI 

affects production targets 

 x Pest & Disease infections of clean seed crops.

 x Lack of suitable land area for FPDA to produce elite seed 
potatoes.

 x Farmer trainings with Provincial Seed Scheme did not 
eventuate due to lack of funding from the respective 
provincial governments.

Way Forward
 x FPDA to have its own Tissue Culture Laboratory to ensure 

consistency in plantlets supply.

 x FPDA to secure a state land for elite seed potato 
multiplication 

 x More training conducted through provincial seed 
schemes under MOU & MOA.

 x Promote wider adoption of PLB resistant potato varieties.

 x Establish central seed distribution depots to improve 
access to clean seeds.

 x Establish more certified seed farmers in the seed potato 
growing zones.

 x Increase partnership arrangements with provinces and 
districts.

 x Integrate collection of production statistics on elite 
and certified seeds with the seed inspectors and the 
information database systems of FPDA.

 x FPDA to work closely with those private elite seed 
out-growers who are committed to production and 
certification standards and requirements. 

Details of Program Achievement
 x Volumes of elite seeds produced and the corresponding 

value is on the rise since the lowest values were recorded 
in 2014, with 2016 recording the highest values in terms 
of volume and value over the last 5 years.

Elite Seed Potato Program

Program & Project Highlights 

 x The increasing trend is a remarkable turn around 
from a meager declining performance from 2012, 
reaching its lowest ebb in 2014.

 x The turn around in production output and value is 
due to two strategic management decisions in late 
2014 and 2015. The first was the initiation of the 
out grower production scheme due to Bacterial Wilt  
(BW) disease contamination of land in Tambul seed 
multiplication center. The second was the separation 
of the elite seed inspection and certification from 
elite seed production towards end of 2015, keeping 
the two functions separate and independent from 
each other.

 x There is however more scope for further 
improvement in elite seed production volumes 
and values once new restructure is approved and 
implemented. 

Figure 6: Distribution of volume of assorted fresh produce 
and money earned by regions in 2016

Out grower elite seed production 
scheme

 x The key contributing factor in the increasing 
trend of elite seed potato production is the 
implementation of the out-grower scheme for 
production of elite seeds.  

 x An example of an out-grower elite seed 
production setup is the Yapai Samu Project 
in Laiagam district of Enga province. The 
project was launched in October 2016 and 
was officiated by the Minister for Agriculture 
and Livestock and the governor of Enga, Sir 
Peter Ipatas. 

 x There are other out growers located elsewhere 
in potato growing provinces in the Highlands. 
These are Kirene in Imbongu district, Southern 
Highlands Province; Jiwaka, Megabo in Ungai-
Bena district, Eastern Highlands province.  The 
Eastern Highlands provincial government, 
supports elite seed potato production in 
Megabo under the EHP government seed 
potato scheme.
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Seed potato inspection and certification program 
provides regulatory services to ensure various categories 
of seed potato growers produce and supply only disease 
free, clean seeds for production of ware potato. There 
are a total of 50 growers, growing different categories 
of seed potato, all located across Eastern Highlands, 
Simbu, Western Highlands, Southern Highlands and 
Enga provinces. Of these five, are elite or mother seed 
growers, while 45 are certified seed growers who produce 
generation 3 and 4 for production of ware potato.        

1 Program & Project Highlights 
K

R
A

All routine inspections are mandatory and must be 
conducted as scheduled in order for the seeds to be certified 
as clean seeds. This is because seed potatoes are vegetative 
tubers, grown over more than four generations, amounting 
to over more than 4 years, before the seeds are released for 
production of ware potato.  FPDA therefore plays a crucial 
role in managing compliance to seed production standards 
by all categories of seed growers. This process is important 
to sustain the national potato industry in PNG. 

Program Outcome  x Increased volume of domestic fruits and vegetables of commercial significance.

Program KPI’s
 x Seed and ware potato growers have total confidence in our clean seeds, 

 x Clean seeds are readily available, accessible for production of seed and ware 
potatoes. 

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Inspection and 
certification services 
effectively provided to 
all categories of seed 
growers.

400x routine inspections done. 146 routine inspections conducted 

30 x Seed grower profiles 
completed 53 seed potato farmer profiles completed 

2. Technical capacities of 
seed inspectors and 
seed growers improved.

Seed growers trained on all 
aspects of seed potato inspection 
& certification 

27 seed growers trained on all aspects of 
seed potato inspection and certification

Batches and number of plantlets 
supplied by NARI.

Received 4 batches totaling 44,300 tissue 
culture plantlets.

6 x Seed grower training 
conducted 8x trainings conducted for seed growers

4 x Seed inspector capacity 
up-skilled On the job training.

2x Seed inspection training 
conducted Not achieved.

Inspection & certification 
handbook on elite seed potato 
production protocols completed 

Elite seed schemes implemented with 
support from EHP, Enga and SHP and Goilala 
district.

Highlights
 x Improved records on the inspections made, volumes 

certified and disqualified, and the allocation of the seed 
growers in each participating provinces by the seed 
inspection and certification program.

 x Conducted 146 inspections and certification of seed 
potato crops over the period.

 x A total of 53 seed growers had been inspected and seeds 
certified. Of these, 27 of the seed growers underwent 
full training on aspects of seed potato inspection and 
certification, including standard requirements and 
compliance requirements.

 x 8x trainings conducted on seed potato inspection, 
certification and standards and compliance requirements.

Seed Potato Certification & Inspection

Challenges
 x Funding constraints affected the training and 

routine inspections.

 x Incidence of Bacterial Wilt in key production sites

 x Commitment by provincial governments to 
support and sustain provincial seed schemes

Way Forward
 x Increase funding for farmer training and seed 

potato inspection and certification.

 x Provincial government and districts to enter into 
binding agreements to establish their own seed 
schemes.

 x Certify and gazette seed inspectors after 
undergoing a intensive training by NAQIA.

Table 7: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Program & Project Highlights 

Details of Program Achievement
 x Volumes of elite seeds produced and the 

corresponding value is on an increasing trend since 
the lowest values were recorded in 2014, with 2016 
recording the highest values in terms of volume and 
value over the last 5 years.

 x Simbu, Enga and Southern Highlands Provincial 
Governments have funded seeds and other farm-
inputs to seed potato farmers. 

 x EHP seed scheme is slowly being revived involving 
new farmers in PBW-free areas. Former seed 
growers are being profiled and advised on stepped-
up requirements of seed production.

Seed Potato Certification & Inspection

 x The program needs to focus on key deliverables, 
which includes increasing knowledge and 
awareness of seed growers on National 
Seed Potato Standards and their compliance 
requirements, procedures and processes, 

 x Pursue training of seed inspectors and seed 
growers on different pests and diseases of 
potato, their field symptoms and required control 
measures.

 x Build more elite and certified seed growers in 
each province to ensure demand for clean seeds 
are consistently met.

Province Southern 
H/lands Enga Western 

H/lands Jiwaka Simbu Eastern H/
lands Total

No. of seed 
growers 15 3 6 6 3 20 53

No. of inspections 
done 40 12 16 8 10 60 146

Tot vol. inspected 
(kg) 4,000 5,280 * 1,700 2,433 4,100 17,513

Tot vol. 
disqualified (kg) 400 500 * 300 385 1,100 2,685

Tot vol. certified 3600 4780 * 1400 1960 4,100 15,840

Tot area 
committed (ha) 4.0 2.1 1.8 2.0 1.8 4.0 15.7

*Seed volumes unknown due to PBW incidences in fields

Panu, an industrial trainee student from PNGUNRE who was attached with Seed Potato Certification and Inspection program is seen 
here visiting a certified seed crop. 
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KRA 2 Objective  x Value Chains partnerships strengthened

KRA 2 KPI

 x Crops of commercial significance increased market shares in the domestic 
markets 

 x Bulb onion value chain enhanced
 x Potato value chain enhanced
 x Sweet potato value chain enhanced

MTP2  Outcomes /
Outputs MTP2 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1.  Value chain 
partnerships developed 
and enhanced.

50% of value chain players 
operate under mutual 
partnership arrangements 
by 2020.

One value chain workshop conducted.

FPDA worked with 7 value chain players in 2014, 
51 in 2015 and 31 in 2016.
33 value chain players comprised 3 large, 21 
medium, 3 small, 4 micro enterprises + 2x onion 
VCPs.

2. Improved 
communication and 
coordination amongst 
value chain partners.

VCP’s registered and operate 
under relevant organized 
value chain groupings (eg. 
Crop Associations etc.).

Profiles of all (51) value chain players completed 
and updated and kept in electronic form.

Market linkages improved and & maintained.

SFML and WauFresh are two aggregators linked to 
RH Hyper Mart and Boroko Food World (retailers).

3. Quality and reliable 
production and market 
information readily 
accessible.

Relevant production and 
market (price) information 
readily available and 
accessible.

> 8,544 tons of assorted fruits and vegetables 
flowed through value chain partners from 2014-
2016 (including 1544 tons onion).
Farmers from Kainantu and other surrounding 
areas received over K676,000 from sale of fresh 
produce to NKW in Kainantu in 2016.
2016 0nion imports were the highest for more than 
10 years, signifying risk management behaviour 
possibly due to the existing moratorium imposed 
on onion imports.

4. Product quality 
significantly improved 
across all segments of 
value chains.

Quality local produce a 
common feature at local 
markets.

10% average postharvest losses in 2016; a 
significant improvement of 67% and 68% from 
2014 and 2015 loss rates respectively.

Vibrant Value Chains Developed 

The main focus of this corporate phase is to improve the 
fresh produce supply chain to adequately supply domestic 
markets through the public private partnership. Dedicted 
support of the development partners including IFAD-World 
Bank and others, would pave the way for the development 
of export pathways for focused crops, going into the future. 
Export of local produce maybe unlikely to be sustainable, 
without efficient and effective local supply chains in place.  
FPDA would continue to work on improving supply chains 

from farm gates to markets through partnership 
with key stakeholders in the industry.  FPDA will also 
inform government through policy dialogue and 
advice through appropriate forums to address key 
impediments to improved value chains. The key focus 
is to develop an effective and efficient supply chain to 
be utilised by fresh produce suppliers, supplying top 
end markets with quality produce consistently with 
minimal postharvest losses.

Table 8: Aggregate 2016 KRA1 Achievem
ents against M

TP2 O
utputs and M

TP2 KPI Targets.
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Vibrant Value Chains Developed 

5. Increased income and 
profitability along value 
chains.

Increased income and 
profitability along value 
chains.

33 SMEs plus other partners in various value 
chains generated K11.7 million plus from sale of 
fresh produce in 2016.

Farmers earned K2 million of the above income 
from sale of produce.

Estimated increase of 61% in value compared to 
2014 and 2015 figures.

6. Improved capacity and 
skills along value chains

Significant capacities and 
skills gained by value chain 
players in different segments 
of the value chain.

76 post harvest and business skills conducted 
(including 10 value chain trainings & 66 onion 
VC trainings).
162 supervisory visits conducted.
 2040 contact farmers contacted and supervised 
with 724 of these being new onion farmers. 

7. Market oriented SMEs 
developed.

>200 SMEs operating by 
2020.

31 SMEs operating from the 51 SMEs in 2015, 
comprising of 3 large, 21 medium, 3 small, 4 micro 
enterprises.

Highlights
 x 33 value chain players currently active along the 

various fresh produce value chains.

 x More than 8,544 tons of assorted fruits and 
vegetables flowed through value chain partners 
from 2014-2016, including 1544 tons onion.

 x 2016 0nion imports were the highest for more than 
10 years, signifying risk management behaviour 
possibly due to the existing moratorium imposed 
on onion imports.

 x Conducted 76 trainings for value chain players and 
162 supervisory visits to onion farmers.

 x 2040 contact farmers contacted and supervised 
with 724 of these being new onion farmers.

Challenges
 x Maintaining trust and strong partnerships amongst 

players along value chains given high level of 
information asymmetry.

 x The need to balance FPDAs assistance as an 
industry advocator against individual business 
priorities by private value chain players.

 x Mitigating the adverse impacts of economic 
climate against the need to serve the local value 
chains consistently at least cost.

Way forward
 x Improve information asymmetry through an 

effective information management systems (IMS) 
and importantly timely dissemination of relevant 
information and easy access to it.

 x Unequivocally demonstrate cost efficiency and 
monetary benefits for the players along each segments 
of the value chain from improved technologies and 
processes that FPDA introduces or promotes.

 x Influencing and advocating policies that are conducive 
for improving efficiencies along the value chains and 
hence saving costs or increasing market shares of 
value chain players. 

 x Strong M&E system to ensure focus on key deliverables 
and capturing of important data.
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The Value Chain Innovation Program is one of the core 
deliverable programs of FPDA.  The program is directly 
responsible for initiating and maintaining market 
linkages and network with key value chain players in the 
industry.   It has close consultation with fresh produce 
wholesalers, retailers, catering companies, shipping 

2 Program & Project Highlights 
K

R
A

and airline companies, relevant national institutions and 
development partners to build trust and hence strong 
relationships amongst value chain players. This trust and 
strong relationships leads to improved coordination of 
marketing information supports the production system for 
fresh produce.

Program Outcome  x Value Chains partnerships strengthened

Program KPI’s  x Crops of commercial significance increased domestic market shares.

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Value chain partnerships 
developed and 
enhanced.

30% of value chain players 
operate under mutual partnership 
arrangements by 2020.

One value chain workshop conducted.

Public and private partnership enhanced, 
maintained and new partnerships initiated.

FPDA worked with 7 value chain players in 
2014, 51 in 2015 and 31 in 2016.

2. Improved 
communication and 
coordination amongst 
value chain partners.

80% of value chain players 
operated under mutually 

Profiles of all (51) value chain players 
completed and updated and kept in 
electronic form.

20% value chain players readily 
share information by 2020.

Market linkages improved and & 
maintained.

20% value chain players readily 
share skills by 2020.

SFML and WauFresh are two aggregators 
linked to RH Hyper Mart and Boroko Food 
World (retailers).

3. Quality and reliable 
production and market 
information readily 
accessible. 

A comprehensive production and 
market information database 
maintained by 2020.

> 8,544 tons of assorted fruits and 
vegetables flowed through value chain 
partners from 2014-2016.

MIS stores, analyses and reports 
production and market trends for 
industry quarterly

Farmers from Kainantu and other 
surrounding areas received over K676,000 
from sale of fresh produce to NKW in 
Kainantu in 2016.
2016 0nion imports were the highest at 
more than 2000 tons.

4. Product quality 
significantly improved 
across all segments of 
value chains.

100 trainings on quality 
improvement facilitated by 2020 
for all segments of value chains.

10 post harvest and business skills 
conducted.

Quality of local produce on 
supermarket shelves rated above 
70% by consumers.

Post harvest loss averaged at 10% in 2016 
compared to 31% in 2014 and 32% in 2015 
for 6 major VCPs in Port Moresby.

5. Increased income and 
profitability along value 
chains.

Estimated 20% increase in income 
from production from 2016-2020.

31 partners in various value chain segments 
generated K8 million plus from sale of fresh 
produce in 2016.

Estimate >10% increase in income 
from growth of fresh produce 
aggregation from 2016-2020.

Farmers earned K2 million of the above 
income from sale of produce.

Estimate >10% increase in income 
from sale of fresh produce from 
2016-2020.

Estimated increase of 61% in value compared 
to 2014 and 2015 figures.

6. Market oriented SME’s 
developed. 50 SMEs assisted

31 SMEs operating from the initial 51 in 
2015.

31 SMEs made up of (3 large, 21 medium, 3 
small, 4 micro enterprises.)

Value Chain Innovation Program
Table 9: 2016 KPI achievem

ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Way Forward
 x Introduce appropriate curing technologies to wider 

production areas.

 x Develop and introduce quality standards and 
system to police compliance along the onion value 
chain.

 x Improve access to quality seeds.

 x Conduct more relevant training.

 x Introduce appropriate irrigation technologies.

 x Encourage land mobilization for production

 x Concentrate on few outputs and milestones to 
successfully deliver key expected outcomes.

 x Funding on- going activities than initiating new 
activities that may not be successfully delivered. 

 x Farm planning to include mitigations of extreme 
weather pattern. 

 x Labor management during coffee seasons and 
elections.

 x Model farms offloaded to Village Extension Worker 
Program

Details of Program Achievement

(i) Partnerships established with value chain  
 players.

 x The value chain program has been very successful 
in linking 51 value chain players (VCPs) in 2015, 
a massive 86% increase from the 7 in 2014. The 
number dropped to 31 in 2016 due to the general 
decline in the economic outlook of PNG, following 
the scaling down of the LNG construction phase 
and other factors.

 x During 2014 to 2016, over 7,000 tons of assorted 
fruits and vegetables worth over K13 million was 
transacted between over 600 farmers, and an 
average of 41 wholesale and retail entrepreneurs. 

Value Chain Innovation Program

Highlights
 x The above table shows good levels of achievement 

made by the program for all planned outputs in 
MTP2.

 x Number of VC partners working with FPDA 
declined from 51 in 2015 to 31 in 2016 following 
the scaling down of the LNG construction phase 
in 2014 and a further downturn in the overall 
economy of PNG. 

 x 2016 production increased by 75% against 2015 
records due to increased demand and favorable 
production conditions, apart from better 
networking and coordination amongst major 
value chain players. 

 x Consequently 2016 incomes increased by 65% 
from 2015 records, with farmers benefiting 
significantly through organized model farm units 
developed by FPDA, which linked more than 1,400 
farmers directly with major fresh produce buyers.

 x Consequently 8 out of 9 major value chain players 
in Port Moresby recorded 48% decline in imports 
on average, thus substituting with a corresponding 
increase in volumes of local produce bought and 
sold at end-user value chain markets 

Challenges
 x Poor Postharvest quality persists in non-contact 

areas due to limited knowledge of curing 
technologies and non-availability of curing 
facilities.

 x Quality was compromised owing to supply 
being unable to meet demand and opportunistic 
behaviour of farmers in harvesting premature 
produce, especially onions to supply these 
markets.

 x Moreover, lack of compliance to quality standards 
is due to the absence of quality standards and a 
system to police them along the value chain.

 x Access to improved bulb onion varieties was 
limited due to high retail prices.

 x Unlocking a potential land for commercial 
production continues to be a challenge.

 x Lack of appropriate irrigation technologies 
contributed to fluctuation in production and 
supply.

 x Lack of business acumen to take farming as a 
business.

 x Availability and accessibility to bulb onion seeds 
is still a challenge.

 x Coffee season affected model farm activities when 
labor is shared between two activities.

 x Erratic weather patterns from extreme wet to dry 
season had affected farm productivity. Farmers 
experienced high production losses in the fields 
and many gave up farming bulb onion after 
making big losses.

Figure 8: Trend of active value chain players from 2014 to 2016
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Figure 9:  Combined volume supplied to markets and income generated by 
enterprises (aggregators), model farms, farmers & out growers.

 x 2016, out performed 2014 and 2015 by more than 60% in 
terms of total volume produced and transacted amongst 
value chain players, despite the decline in value chain 
partnerships from 51 to 31 in 2016. The remaining 31 
players are quite competitive, each increasing their market 
shares from 2015 to 2016.

 x The above statistics come from FPDA supported 31 Small 
to Medium Enterprises (SME’s) of four different categories 
(Large-3, Medium-21, Small-3 & Micro-4) who supplied 
5,321 tons of assorted fruits & vegetables worth over K8 
million. A net income to wholesalers and aggregators is 
estimated at K5 million while K2 million is estimated to 
have gone directly to farmers.

 x Simbu Farmers Marketing Limited (SFML) was connected 
to RH Hypermart, Boroko FoodWorld and Wau Fresh and 
supplied 44 tons of bulb onion. An estimated income of 
K172, 000 was generated; 40 % of income transferred to 
farmers.  This is an example of a long value chain where 
produce traveled over a long distance to markets.

 x The Wau Fresh Market facility absorbed 400 tonnes of 
assorted fruits and vegetables thus injecting an estimated 
K1, 040,000 (based on an average price of K2.60/kilo) 
back into the local economy in 2016. Since 2014, close to 
1,000 farmers from the Wau model farms and other out 
growers supplied over 1,000 tonnes of assorted fruits and 
vegetables to Wau depot and generated over K2.7 million 
(figure 10); this money goes directly into farmer’s pockets.  
This is an example of a short value chain because farmers 
are located in close proximity to the markets significantly 
improving access to markets. 

2 Program & Project Highlights 
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Value Chain Innovation Program

Figure 10:  Volume of fresh produce supplied to Wau depot from model farms, 
farmers & out growers.

 x FPDA fresh produce depot in Kainantu was 
leased to Wau Fresh.  This facility aggregated 
260 tons of assorted fruits and vegetables 
valued at an estimate of K676,000 directly 
paid to farmers based on an average price of 
K2.60 per kilogram. 

 x In consultation with the Wau Fresh, it 
established a fresh produce depot in Lae.  
The Wau Fresh depot absorbed 180 tons 
of assorted fruits and vegetables which 
generated an estimate of K468,000 directly 
paid to farmers based on an average price of 
K2.60 per kilogram.

 x Collectively, Wau Fresh paid K2,184,000 
directly to farmer’s pocket from its three 
operating depots in Wau, Lae and Kainantu.

 x Elimbare model farms in Chuave district of 
Simbu province, supplied 12 tons of bulb 
onion to Wau Fresh & SFML which paid out 
K41, 308 farmers. 

(ii) Partnership established with key  
 market players & supposed effect of  
 temporary fresh produce ban imposed  
 by the National government

 x This graph generally depicted an interesting 
picture of the purchase of relatively high 
volumes of local assorted fresh produce in 
2015 and 2016 compared to purchase of 
relatively low volumes of imported assorted 
fresh produce by majority of Port Moresby 
based retailers in the same years. 

 x This signifies a maturing and positive trend 
of increasing responsiveness and resilience 
by local value chain players towards supply 
shocks such as the temporary ban on imports 
in 2015 and the drought effect in the same 
year. 

 x Such situations created a desirable effect 
in the industry, whereby major value chain 
players mitigated risks in supply by investing 
in their own dedicated supply chains. The 
net benefits to PNG horticulture industry are 
beginning to look remarkably positive.
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Figure 11: Market share of local against imported volumes of fresh produce used and sold by nine (9) major catering firms and 
supermarket retailers in Port Moresby between 2015 and 2016

 x With a decrease in imports of fresh produce, more 
opportunities were created for local farmers and 
enterprises. Major supermarkets and catering 
companies reported an average of 48 % (range 
between 30-80 %) decrease in imports from 2015 
to 2016.

 x Major supermarkets like Papindo and SVS sourced 
most of their fresh produce supplies locally, 
including other smaller supermarkets like Anderson 
Foodland and JT Mart.

(iii)  Improvements  in cool storage facilities   
 along the fresh produce supply chains

 x Through good partnerships, progress of 
improvements in cool supply chains was 
captured. New and existing cool storage 
facilities owned and operated by different 
enterprises (aggregators) and transporters are 
shown in Table 1. These facilities have been 
used to keep farm produce fresh, minimise 
post-harvest losses and transported to markets. 

 x Over 500 tons of dry and cool storage capacity 
per week is available through major fresh 
produce aggregators from Western Highlands 
to Morobe province (See table below).  
Unfortunately, the cargo space is often under 
utilized at approximately 50 tons per day.

Province Location
Holding 
capacity 

(t)
Ownership Current 

use Condition Comments

WHP
Hagen 
Airport

25 PNG Air PNG Air New
5 tonnes capacity used by PNG Air to 
transport fresh produce to markets

WHP Mt Hagen 100 Tiniga Tiniga New 5 tonnes reefer containers

Simbu Kundiawa 40 SFML SFML New 7 tonnes capacity

EHP
Goroka 
Airport

25 PNG Air PNG Air New
Will be installed when new airport is 
completed.

Morobe Lae Air 25 PNG Air PNG Air New
5 tonnes capacity used daily by PNG Air to 
transport fresh produce to markets

Morobe Lae 60 NKW NKW New Operation 4 & 9 tonnes capacity each 

EHP
Kainaintu 
depot

160 FPDA NKW New
Owned by FPDA, leased to NKW. 7 tonnes 
capacity each

Morobe Wau 25 & 40 NKW NKW
1 new, 1 
old but 
maintained 

5 & 9 tonnes capacity each
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(iv) Movements of fresh produce to markets

Air freight

 x Air Niugini moved 890 and 60 tonnes of fresh 
produce respectively out of Mt Hagen and Lae 
to Port Moresby markets in 2016 (figure 12). 
Shipments of fresh produce are dictated by market 
demands and freight costs. It’s very expensive to 
airfreight fresh produce to distant markets. 

 x Fresh produce volumes shipped by air in 2016 
exceeded 2015 volume by 73% and 2014 volumes 
by 33%. Apart from the El’ Nino effect, the volumes 
freighted is in an increasing trend, positively 
indicating the growing demand for fresh produce.

 x In 2016, PNG Air moved 360 and 48 tonnes of 
fresh produce respectively out of Mt Hagen and 
Lae to Port Moresby and Rabaul markets. The 
airline moved insignificant volumes of fresh 
produce in 2014 and 2015.  Collectively, over 
1,300 tonnes of fresh produce were airlifted by 
two airlines in 2016.

Shipping (Consort & Bismark shipping)

 x Consort shipping moved on average 600 tonnes 
of fresh produce annually out of Lae. Likewise, 
Bismark shipping shipped on average 800 tonnes 
of fresh produce out of Lae. From 2014 to 2016, 
consistent volumes of 600-800 tonnes of fresh 
produce were shipped out of Lae wharf to other 
centres. It cost around K 250,000 to ship an average 
of 500 tonnes of fresh produce to Port Moresby.

(v) Postharvest losses 

(a) Supermarkets & Catering companies

 x Postharvest losses from major supermarkets 
and catering companies were also monitored.  
An average of 20 % decrease in postharvest 
losses (range, 15-25 %) was reported by major 
supermarkets and catering companies (figure 
13). Strategic interventions (trainings/learning 
consultations, workshops & meetings) provided 
by FPDA at each segments of the value chains, 
contributed towards overall improvements in fresh 
produce quality and shelf life.

(vi).    Effective partnerships and    
 communication among respective value  
 chain players

 x Effective partnership is maintained through 
effective communications and quarterly visits to 
key value chain players. Partnership is built on trust, 
gaining confidence from key value chain players, 
resulting in open dialogues and exchanges of 
information thus, creating more and better market 
opportunities for value chain players.

2 Program & Project Highlights 
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Figure 13: Percentage post harvest loss rate by major supermarkets and catering companies from 2014-2016
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 x The imports generally decreased over last 5 
years but increased in 2016 due to prolonged 
drought that affected local fresh produce 
production and the aftermath effect of 
national governments decision on imposing 
import ban on fresh produce. Imports of fresh 
produce (especially bulb onion was double) by 
supermarkets and catering companies.

(vii) Volume of production at model               
farm increased by 20%

 x In 2016, activities at seven model farms at 
Elimbare( Simbu) slowed down but the number 
of out- growers increased. Twenty out-growers 
actively growing and supplied 90% of 10 
tonnes of bulb onion to SFML & Wau Fresh. 
Total bulb onion production decreased to 10 
tonnes from 60 tonnes in 2015 (80 % decrease 
in production). A sharp decline in production 
was due to prolonged dry season and high 
post harvest losses (high as 40 %) to Botrytis 
neck rot due to prolonged wet season.  Bulb 
onion production is prone to extreme weather 
patterns. Figure 14: Import trend of major fresh produce 
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 x Wau farmers supplied 432 tonnes, 279 tonnes and 400 
tonnes respectively in 2014, 2015 and 2016 (figure 
10). Production decreased (36 %) in 2015 due to 
prolonged dry season, but recovered and increased 
by 43 % in 2016; more than 20 % increase in volume 
projected for 2016 was achieved. 
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Bulb Onion Program

Bulb onion project is a success story of FPDA with regard 
to its pursuit for import replacement. FPDA supported the 
local initiative of people in the Gembogl area of Simbu 
province, with technical training on production, pest and 
disease control, post harvest, farm management and 
market oriented production systems and a small grant 
to kick start the project in 2005. FPDA also provided 
regular extension support through onion field assistants 
(FA’s) who are local extension agents in the target farming 
communities, for over 10 years.  The national government 
started supporting onion production in Gembogl in 2008 
with K400,000.  

With the success of the project, the national government, 
further supported the onion project expansion to cover 
the whole of Simbu province and to expand production to 
adjoining provinces such as Jiwaka and Eastern Highlands 
province with K2 million. The project was later expanded to 
East New Britain, Central province and Western Highlands.  
Since its inception in 2005, onion has directly put an 
estimated K14 million directly into the pockets of farmers. 
Farmers have been able to transform their lives through 
onion.  FPDA has elevated the project to a program in 
2016, meaning that it will continue to fund bulb onion 
development in PNG, despite the lack of direct budgetary 
support from the national government.

Program Outcome  x Effective and efficient value chain systems

Program KPI’s  x Bulb onion value chain enhanced.

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Onion production 
improved

Production improved to 3,000 
tons by 2020

>1,544 tones produced
4x new varieties sold to farmers

78 hectares grown to onion.

2. Onion marketing 
improved

10 market leaders operations 
enhanced.

Sold 1,544 to domestic markets
K3.7 million went directly into farmers 
pockets. 2x new partnerships established

3. Onion quality enhanced Post harvest loss reduced to 5% 
by 2020.

Postharvest quality of bulb onion 
improved by 5%

4. Significant increase in 
farmers incomes

Aggregate income estimated at 
>K4,000,000/annum 5x new model farms developed

5. Knowledge and skills 
improved

2,000 VCPs trainings delivered on 
all aspects of onion production to 
marketing.

Conducted 284 farmer trainings and 
supervisory visits
66 trainings conducted
162 supervisory visits conducted.
 724 new onion farmers, 
1,316 expected and >100% achieved. 

10,000 trainees successfully 
completed onion trainings by 
2020.

6. Relevant information on 
onion readily available.

Relevant information on bulb 
onion easily accessed.

All information currently monitored and 
collected through onion VEWs.

Highlights
 x Conducted 66 farmers trainings 

 x Provided 162 supervisory visits

 x 19x new bulb onion model farms established

 x 1,316 farmers contacted, trained and supervised

 x A record yield of 1,544 tons of onion was produced 
in 2016, exceeding 2016 target of 1400 tons by FPDA 
contact farmers.

 x K2.8 million was estimated to be earned by farmers from 
sales of the volume produced.

 x A marked quality of onion is due to adoption of curing 
technologies by farmers in major bulb onion growing 
areas

 x 3x new onion varieties trialed and recommended 
by FPDA for their suitability to PNG agro-
ecological conditions are now being imported 
and retailed through Brian Bell. 

 x 7 new partnerships were established with the 
district authorities in ENB, Madang, Eastern 
Highlands, Jiwaka and Western Highlands Province

Table 10: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Program & Project Highlights 
Bulb Onion Program

 x Conduct training and awareness on postharvest 
quality and business relationships

 x Introduce appropriate irrigation technologies

 x Encourage land mobilization for production

 x Consider price subsidy or other alternative strategy 
to reduce price of hybrid varieties.

 x Scout and engage educated farmers with capital 
asset to venture into farming as business

Details of Program Achievement

Training and supervisory visits

 x 66 trainings and 162 supervisory visits were 
conducted this year. 

 x Total farmers contacted were 2,040, which includes 
724 new farmer contacts, while 1,316 are contact 
farmers that had existed before. 

 x Comparison of training and supervisory visits 
between 2015 & 2016 appears to show that > 
200 trainings were conducted in 2016 as shown 
in Figure 1.0.

 x More trainings were conducted in EHP which is 
close to head office located in Goroka

Challenges
 x Poor Postharvest quality persist in non-contact 

areas due limited access to improved curing 
technologies

 x With increased demand and low supply has forced 
farmers to compromise quality by harvesting 
premature bulbs

 x Access to improved bulb onion varieties was 
limited due to high price.

 x Unlocking a potential land for commercial 
production continues to be a challenge

 x Lack of appropriate irrigation technologies

 x Lack of business acumen to take farming as a 
business

 x Availability and accessibility to bulb onion seeds 
is still a challenge

 x Introduced new hybrid bulb onion varieties’prices 
are expensive

 x Commercial farming is lacking (Farmer’s mindset 
is inherent with subsistence farming)

Way Forward
 x Introduce appropriate curing technology and 

better variety with good storage potential

 x Improve access to quality seeds

Figure 15: Comparison of trainings conducted between program year 2015 & 2016

Production volume and value generated 

 x The target provinces are Simbu, Jiwaka, Eastern 
Highlands, Easter New Britain and Central. 

 x Income generated that went directly to farmer’s 
was K3.7 million estimated pocket at K2.00/kg, 
shown graphically in Figure 14.
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Bulb Onion Program

Figure 16 a) Comparison of production volume and b) value between 
2015 & 2016

 x The program exceeded most of its targets despite 
problems with funding from intermitant government 
funding 2015 & 2016, with the latter exceeding 
former.

 x Farmers made 3.7 million Kina from sale of 1,544 
tons onion in 2016 compared to K3.0 million made 
from 1,215 tons produced in 2015. The 2016 shows a 
record yield since the inception of the onion program 
in 2005, surpassing the average import volume of 
about 1400 tons.

 x This performance was due to the aggressive 
expansion program of bulb onion implemented in 
2014 and beginning of 2015 with top innovative 
extension methodologies used. FPDA used two 
market-oriented extension systems to promote 
production, these includes the Village Extension 
Workers (VEW) and Model Farm (MF) approach. 
Some of the actions taken during this period by 
farmers towards producing onion are shown in the 
Figure 15.

Quality improvement
 x The shelf life and importantly, the marketability of 

onion depend largely on the quality of onion due to 
prolonged exposer of consumers to imported onion. 

 x FPDA understands the challenge in meeting 
consumers expectations, and has therefore invested 
a lot in terms of developing innovative cost effective 
curing facilities, such as the solar drier (see figure 16) 
and on training of farmers on curing, packaging and 
handling onion along value chains. 

 x The FPDA introduced solar drier is now being used 
by farmers in Gembogl area of Simbu province. The 
only limitation is the inadequate capacity of these 
Solar driers to dry large volumes. 

 x The Bulb Onion Program supported Simbu Farmers 
Marketing Limited (SFML) to build a bulb onion 
storage house. This house was intended to help 
SFML as middle trader to consolidate bulb onion 
bought from farmers in Simbu, sort and grade good 
quality bulb onions before supplying to its buyers. 
The picture shows the completed bulb onion storage 
house at SFML Depot in Kundiawa.

4x new varieties introduced
 x About 4x new bulb onion varieties recommended 

to and now sold by Brian Bell at their outlets. These 
varieties are all hybrids and their names are Lucinda 
(brown), Grenade (brown), Malbec (red) and Cutlas 
(brown).  

Partnerships established
 x From 7 partnerships were negotiated, only two were 

formally established which are East New Britain 
Provincial Government and Daulo District. The others 
are Oxfam International, Middle Ramu District, Kome 
Agricultural Services, Chuave District, and Kundiawa 
Gembogl District. Negotiation is ongoing. However, 
Middle Ramu District has supported FPDA with some 
funding ahead and formalising of partnership will be 
completed in future.  

Economically valuable crops & tree cut down to give way for a model farm 

Solar dryer at Simburu Village

(a) 

(b) 
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Potato Value Chain

Potato is an important focus crop of FPDA, for over 
23 years. This commenced with the delegation to 
manage the national seed potato scheme (NSPS) 
by the then, Food Management Branch (FMB) of 
the Department of Agriculture and Livestock (DAL).  
FPDA adopted the elite seed potato production and 
inspection and certification responsibilities from 
FMB since 1994. Since, then, it has made significant 
progress in bringing the national seed potato 
production and importantly ware potato production 
to this current stage and level. The domestic market 
has reached an almost self-sufficient level from being 
supplied with locally produced potato. 

This was despite a devastating impact of potato late blight 
disease in 2003 that destroyed the elite and certified seed 
potato base. 

FPDA has focused on elite seed potato in the past and 
invested heavily in infrastructure and elite seed production 
systems to sustain potato production for the domestic 
markets. It will continue to pursue these activities, and 
importantly mobilise skills and systems development 
along the potato value chain to raise the level of industry 
responsiveness to consistently meet the expectations of 
consumers in PNG. In developing the domestic potato 
value chain, FPDA intends to concurrently develop an export 
pathway for seeds and ware potato to markets in the South 

Program Outcome  x Potato value chain enhanced

Program KPI’s  x Consistent supply of fresh and processed potato products to domestic 
markets.

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Potato production 
improved.

100% quality of certified seed 
potatoes for potato production 
by potato farmers consistently 
met by 2020.

600 ware potato farmers bought 303 
tons of certified seeds for production 
ware potato.

75% quantity of certified seeds 
consistently met by 2020. This equates to more than 1,515 tons 

of ware potato (at multiplication rate 
of 1:5kg).Production increased to 20,000 

tons per annum by 2020

2. Significant increase in 
farmers incomes.

Aggregate income estimated at 
>K10 million /annum

Estimated yield from 1,515 tons of 
ware is expected to generate more 
than K3 million  Kina for the 600 
farmers, equating to an average 
income of K5,050 per farmers

3. Post harvest quality 
enhanced.

Postharvest loss reduced to 5% 
by 2020 Not recorded.

4. Marketing improved. 10 market leaders operations 
established by 2020.

More than 5 Key chain leaders 
(aggregators) exist for potato.

5. Knowledge and skills 
improved.

70% rating on consistency of 
quality potato supplied. Nil

6. Information integrated 
into MIS

70% satisfaction rating on easy 
access to information. Nil

7. Potato production 
improved.

Production increased to 20,000 
tons per annum by 2020 Nil

Highlights
 x 600 ware potato growers bought 303 tons of 

certified seed potato from the seed growers 
for production of ware potato. 

 x These seeds if planted are likely to produce 
a conservative estimated yield of 1,515 tons, 
which would have a market value of K3 million.

Challenges
 x FPDA does not have a fully pledged potato 

program to concentrate on the development 
of the whole value chain of the crop.

Way forward

 x FPDA must develop a dedicated program and 
resource it to fully concentrate research and 
development on the whole value chain of the 
crop.

Table 11: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Sweet Potato Value Chain

Sweet potato is an important staple and also an 
important marketed crop in PNG. Despite this, it was 
never a focused crop of FPDA, compared to crops 
such as potato and onion. FPDA recognised the crop’s 
importance, and has decided to make it become one of 
its focused crops during its corporate phase two, 2016 to 
2020 and beyond. Like all other focused crops, it wants 
to improve the value chain for the domestic market and 
hence will become the spring board for export markets.
The sweet potato value chains has two target markets 
that FPDA plans to develop. The first and the biggest is 
the urban market, and the second is the formal markets, 
which includes the retail and supermarkets, hotels and 
mining and petroleum camps.

The Australian Department of Foreign Affairs (DFAT) 
supports the development of the value chains of the 
crop, through the Australian Centre for International 
Agriculture Research (ACIAR). It brings in a number 
of partnerships with Central Queensland University 
(CQU) of Australia, Australian National University 
(ANU), National Agriculture Research Institute (NARI), 
Queensland Department of Primary Industry (QDPI) 
and Fresh Produce Development Agency (FPDA). The 
target activity will centre on the production of clean 
planting materials of common market varieties in the 
Western Highlands, Jiwaka and Eastern Highlands for 
the target fresh markets in Port Moresby. The project 
is incubated and managed under the Research and 
Technology Development Program (RTDP) of FPDA 
at the initial phase of establishment. 

Program Outcome  x Sweet potato value chain enhanced

Program KPI’s  x Consistent supply of quality local sweet potato to markets
 x Prices of sweet potato relatively stable overtime 

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Sweet potato production 
improved.

Production increased to 
40,000 tons per annum by 
2020

PT (Pathogen Tested) clean sweet potato 
planting materials of 4 commercial 
varieties promoted for adoption.

2. Improved production and 
distribution of varieties and 
planting materials

60% use of improved varieties 
and clean planting materials 
by 2020.

Clean planting materials of 4 varieties 
multiplied and distributed by 3x VEWs in 
Asaro, Minj and Hagen Central in aphid 
proof Igloos.

3. Significant increase in 
farmers incomes.

Aggregate income estimated 
at >K15,000,000/annum

Approximately K13 million of sweet 
potato is moved to markets in PNG from 
the Highlands of PNG annually.

4. Post harvest quality 
enhanced.

Postharvest loss reduced to 
5% by 2020

Post harvest losses vary from as low 
as 5% to a high of more than 30% 
depending on efficiencies in value 
chains.

5. Marketing improved. 10 chain leaders established 
by 2020.

> 10 chain leaders on sweet potato 
currently operate.

6. Knowledge and skills 
improved.

70% rating on supply 
consistency of quality sweet 
potato.

5x Staff undergoes training on use of 
CommCare application to map out sweet 
potato value chain.  

7. Information integrated into 
MIS

70% satisfaction rating on 
easy access to information. Mapping not implemented, 

Highlights
 x FPDA was appointed as the leading agency in 

the country to coordinate a mega project on 
sweet potato, funded under DFAT (Department 
of Foreign Affairs and Trade- Australia) TADEP 
(Transformative Agriculture and Economic 
Development Program) on commercialization of 
sweet potato.

 x Capacity of 10 officers built on GIS, QGIS and 
CommCare under the ACIAR and FPDA counterpart 
funding. This is expected to significantly increase 
the accuracy of data and outlook of reports in 
future when fully utilized.

 x Clean planting materials of Sweet potato distributed 
to VEWs for multiplication.

Challenges
 x Operational funds received from CQU in October/

November of 2016 thus significantly limiting 
implementation of planned activities.

Way forward
 x Staff trained on GIS, QGIS to roll out training for all 

extension staff to enable them to know how to apply 
the tools during extension and surveys etc.

 x Staff to use Commcare app to map the sweet potato 
value chains in the Highlands and to further map 
value chains of other crops of commercial significance.

Table 12: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Horticulture Information and Knowledge Hub 

The core business of FPDA is in collating, analysing, 
packaging and effectively communicating technical 
and market information to all industry players 
including; farmers, traders, wholesalers, and other 
relevant public and private sector stakeholders. 
Such information should be relevant and necessary 
to improve coordination and develop mutual 
relationships amongst the horticulture value chains 
in PNG.

This will serve as one stop information hub for farmers 
and traders to access updated information on market 
intelligence, range of farming information and services 
etc.  The effective IMS will help farmers and traders making 
informed decisions leading to high productivity, delivery 
of high quality produce consistently to markets, hence 
maximising returns to farmers and traders.  Therefore, 
FPDA envisages creating an industry information hub 
that brings together various industry players to share 
information that is relevant and useful to enhance their 
operations. 

KRA 1 Objective  x Increased volume of domestic fruits and vegetables of commercial significance.

KRA 1 KPI  x Effective and functional information system for horticulture industry in PNG 
established.

MTP2  Outcomes /
Outputs MTP2 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Organizational MIS 
established

2. Market oriented 
extension services 
improved.

3. Production 
effectively mobilized

Organizational information 
readily available and accessible

Organizational information not yet 
coordinated and centralized.

All accounts info in electronic 
form and easily accessible

95% of finance and accounts information 
are in electronic form and only accessed by 
accounts staff. 

All HR info in electronic form and 
easily accessed

50% of HR info is in electronic form and not 
yet centralized.

All asset info in electronic form 
and easily accessed.

80% of info on assets in electronic form but 
yet to be centralized.

All corporate publications 
centralized and easily accessed 
in electronic form.

40% of corporate publication information in 
electronic form and not centralized yet.

M&E Information coordinated 
and kept electronically. Nil progress.

4. Industry affairs MIS 
established

Industry information readily 
available and accessible 

Nil progress in coordinating and centralizing 
this body of information.

Info on production and extension 
in electronic form and easily 
accessible

30% of achievement on keeping production 
information in electronic form.

Marketing and value chain info 
in electronic form and accessed.

40% of marketing information in electronic 
form but not properly coordinated and 
centralized for easy access.

E-library available and accessible 50% of information in E-library but network 
is yet to be set up. 
10% of value chain players and service 
providers in the fresh produce industry 
profiled and information not coordinated 
and centralized.

Table 13: Aggregate 2016 KRA1 Achievem
ents against M

TP2 O
utputs and M

TP2 KPI Targets.
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Information Management & Communication

Program Outcome  x Innovative Horticulture Information Centre

Program KPI’s  x Effective and functional information system for horticulture industry in 
PNG established.

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. E-library created and linked 
to FPDA web site Library space secured E-library software and hardware sourced 

and procured for roll out in early 2017

2. Market information 
collection and 
dissemination project 
reviewed (including 
MOMIS)

MOMIS review conducted 
& recommendations 
implemented

No review done on Market information 
including MOMIS

Improved access to other 
information.

SMS seed information platform procured 
and contract signed with Digicel PNG 
Limited.

3. Manual IMS established

Publications editorial 
committee formed

Electronic Information data base for 
imported seeds, FPDA elite potato seed 
& VEW created

Bulletin board erected on 
70% of identified sites Bulletin board not erected.

Extension, training, 
production and marketing 
database established.

Simple database built for key programs 
and projects 

4. 4 x FPN published Publish 4x quarterly 
newsletters.

Published only 2 quarterly newsletters 
combined together one publication.

5. Public Events Participation

National events calendar 
produced

Participated in three public events 
including; Goroka show, Morobe show 
and Trukai field da

Fresh produce expo shows 
staged No fresh produce expo conducted.

The root cause of inefficiency in information management for fresh produce in PNG is attributed to the 
inability to establish appropriate organizational processes and means to collect, consolidate, process, 
package and make available information to wider fresh produce farmers, stakeholders, and others.  
Therefore this program is directly responsible for ensuring, that key information on production and 
marketing is systematically stored for easy retrieval and use by clients.

Highlights
 x An highlight worth noting is SMS seed information 

platform procured and contract signed with Digicel 
PNG Limited.

 x FPDA participated in three public events including; 
Goroka show, Morobe show and Trukai field day.

Challenges 
 x Key partners do not realize the value of using ICT 

tools to enhance business and communication. 

 x Unavailability of appropriate contents for cross media 
applications.

 x Lack of buy-in by users of the available key 
information resources.

Way Forward
 x Promote and create awareness on the use of key 

available information resources in FPDA.

 x Develop technical and corporate content for 
cross media applications.

 x Conduct Review of the MOMIS project in 2017.

Table 14: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Program & Project Highlights 
Information Communication Technology Unit

This unit intends to integrate available ICT solutions to establish appropriate organizational processes to improve 
the communication and sharing of knowledge within the fresh produce industry. The ICT based solution will 
enable FPDA to collect, collate, process and disseminate field production and marketing information using mobile 
phones and other electronic and print mediums. 

Program Outcome  x Innovative Horticulture Information Centre

Program KPI’s  x Effective and functional information system for horticulture industry in 
PNG established.

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Library established (audio 
visual and hard copy, 
electronic) IMC & Admin

Library operational and 
accessible. No progress

2.  Website enhanced ICT

10% increase in accessing 
information through website. % increase not quantified.

Website functional and 
accessed 100% achieved

3. SMS information 
dissemination enhanced 
IMC & ICT

SMS information effectively 
monitored Nil progress.

Access to SMS market 
information improved Ongoing MOMIS

10% increase in numbers of 
people accessing SMS market 
information.

Data not provided by Digicel to do the 
analysis.

4. Information storage, 
retention and disposal 
principles established IMC

FPDA effectively participated 
in 3 x shows

FPDA participated in Goroka and Morobe 
show.

Information effectively 
communicated through 
media.

Good achievement in communicating 
information in media.

Production & marketing 
Information accessed by 
bulletin boards.

Nil progress.

Highlights
 x Appropriate hardware & Software requirements for 

SMS seed information systems procured.

 x Communication & discussions with major seed and 
input suppliers established for SMS products 

 x Appropriate hardware & Software requirements for 
e-library procured

 x Open source information sharing and intranet 
platform trialed 

Challenges

 x Unavailability of broadband internet connections 
on site

 x Staff lack of basic ICT skills 

 x Key partners reluctant to release information 

Way Forward
 x Facilitate broad band connection to the offices

 x Build staff capacity on ICT.

 x Factor information and needs and requirements 
into partnership agreement.

Table 15: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs

FPDA participated at various shows during the 2016 operational 
year, showcasing its products and services.
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Training Mannual Development Project

FPDA has been delivering extension and agribusiness advisory services to fresh produce farmers for well over two 
decades under resource constraints  There was a need for the institution to develop technical resource materials 
relevant to the industry.  Thus, a training manual project was initiated in 2015.  The bulb onion production and 
marketing training manual is the first technical resource embarked on, that provides a template for developing 
training manual for all other horticultural crops. 

Program Outcome  x Innovative Horticulture Information Centre

Program KPI’s  x Effective and functional information system for horticulture industry in 
PNG established.

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Bulb Onion Technical 
resource manuals produced.

Bulb onion Technical resource 
manual produced. Draft completed. 

External editing Nil progress.

2. Facilitators manual 
produced

Technical resource manual 
content template produced 50% progress.

Field officers diary produced 50% progress.

3. Farmer guide produced

Bulb onion, farmer’s 
handbook draft produced 50% progress.

Audio visual aids design and 
production 50% progress.

Highlights

 x Bulb onion training manual content design 
completed

 x About 90% of editing work of training manual by 
the respective subject matter specialist completed 

 x About 50% of the work on developing facilitators 
guide, farmers handbook, field officers diary 
completed

Challenges
 x Senior subject masters initially involved in the 

manual content write up were not easily available 
due to appointment to program managers. 

 x Skilled expertise for short-term engagements not 
readily available.

Way forward

 x Complete editing of 6 modules of bulb onion training 
manual.

 x First editing of the draft manual.

 x Produce second draft.

 x Second draft peer reviewed by external reviews.

 x Submit for publication in 2017.

Table 16: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Institutional Capacity Enhanced

The nature and extent at which an organisation or 
industry thrives, prospers and progresses is largely 
dependent on the capacity and capabilities of its 
human resource and the systems and processes 
that creates the enabling environment for improved 
institutional productivity. FPDA has had first-hand 
experience on how valuable or necessary institutional 
capacity building is and can make, in a learning and 
progressive organisation. Given our past experiences 
and the progresses made so far, we are confident 
that new challenges and opportunities will continue 

to emerge in this medium term and hence FPDA as an 
organisation needs to be continually equipped to assist 
the industry to fare well in the face of these challenges 
and opportunities. Institutional capacity enhancements 
include; prudent financial management and reporting 
system, proper asset procurement, management, and 
disposal system, effective planning , monitoring and 
evaluation system of programs and projects, robust 
human resource management system, and effective 
agriculture extension delivery system. 

KRA 1 Objective  x Institutional capacity enhanced.

KRA 1 KPI  x 40% Improvement in staff productivity

MTP2  Outcomes /
Outputs MTP2 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Robust HR 
management

80% improvement in staff 
satisfaction with the administration

No information on the baseline 
satisfaction rate by staff.

2. Transparent and 
Accountable Financial 
Management System 
Enhanced

Unqualified audited financial 
reports achieved.

Unqualified financial reports achieved  
audit opinion of Deloite on 2016 
financial accounts. 

3. M&E system 
Institutionalized

All operations and reports of FPDA 
are strongly influenced by M&E 
awareness and orientation.

Not achieved.

4. Administration 
Enhanced

90% staff satisfied with 
administrative functions in FPDA. No baseline determined.

5. Institutional Assets 
Established and 
Managed

Institutional Assets Established and 
Managed

80% of info on assets in electronic form 
but yet to be centralized.

Table 17: Aggregate 2016 KRA1 Achievem
ents against 

M
TP2 O

utputs and M
TP2 KPI Targets.

Highlights:
 x FPDA financial accounts had been consistently 

rated unqualified for the last 7 years.

 x Registry exercise stepped up in this year.

 x Nil resignations by staff, especially at the senior 
technical and management level.

 x 8 staff recruited including a research technician at 
the Masters in Agriculture Science level, to work on 
ACIAR project on supporting commercialization of 
sweet potato in PNG.

 x Outstanding staff appraisal pending for the last 3 
years has been finalized.

 x FPDA financial and budgeting system fully integrated 
with the national governments, Integrated Financial 
Management System (IFMS). 

 x Resource needs for FPDA operations met at a 
satisfactory rating of 85%.

Challenges
 x Staff ceilings lower than actual staff requirements.

 x Staff needs refresher trainings to keep them abreast 
with emerging industry needs.

 x Policy and procedure manual yet to be finalized and 
circulated for staff comments.

 x Divisional financial performance against budgets 
not accessible by two technical divisional 
managers and hence difficult to make informed 
decision on use of financial resources in the 
divisions.

 x OICs responsibilities not clearly spelt out and 
hence not respected.

Way forward
 x Match staff ceilings to staff requirements.

 x Identify and conduct refresher trainings for staff 
based on emerging industry needs, especially 
value chain.

 x Assign the responsibility to respective proponents 
of policies and standards to also write out how 
such policies or processes will be mainstreamed 
into FPDA’s normal day-to-day activities.  

 x Finance and accounts to provide monthly updates 
of program performance against budgets and 
how much funding is available for implementation 
of planned activities in the following month. 

 x Standard duty statement of OICs to be completed 
and circulated amongst executive and program 
managers to comment. 
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Human Resource Management Unit

Program Outcome  x Robust human resource management
Program KPI’s  x 80% improvement in staff satisfaction with the administration.

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Staff user-friendly system 
established 

Draft Induction Manual Produced Draft

Policy Cover for 2016 finalized with 
insurance brokers Done

Outstanding 2015 insurance claims are 
facilitated Done

2. Staff retention and 
motivation improved

Outstanding 2015 appraisal conducted. Completed

2016 appraisal forms reviewed & 
consolidated In progress

Appraisal conducted. Completed

Appraisal recommendations implemented Implementation in progress

3. Staff capacity up-scaled

Internal Training Policy draft completed. Draft
Final Policy captured and implemented in 
the Operational Manual (OM). Yet to be done

All recruitment process completed on 
schedule.

Some positions still remain 
vacant

Short-term training opportunities 
(seminars/conferences) identified-
continuous all year.

Ongoing

Resources purchased as and when 
required.

Ongoing as and when 
needed.

Resources allocated appropriately as and 
when required

Managing against resource 
constraints.

4. HR information integrated 
into MIS

HRIMS/payroll management systems 
software (2) identified. Not done

Software purchased and installation. Not done

HRM & Payroll information uploaded and 
implemented. Not done

HRM information filtered & sorted.

Information uploaded to MIS. Not done and MIS not yet 
established.

HRM information database implemented 
on new MIS by November 2016. Not done yet.

The core function of the human resource section of the institution is to ensure human talents required for 
delivery of the organization outcomes are recruited and managed for effective delivery to maximize outputs. 

Table 18: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Highlights

 x Developed staff induction guidelines in draft form

 x Insurance policy fully covered and current for staff 
and company assets.  Current brokers & insurers 
are Aon Risk and NasCare, and Capital and QBE 
insurers 

 x Established network with private medical 
practitioners here in Goroka. Ensure key staff on 
DMB have access to quick service provided by the 
private practitioners  

 x Appraisal process finalized with the job 
description.

 x A review on staff terms and conditions completed 
by Mr. Jerry Wemin, however, pending approval 
for implementation

 x Staff training policy in draft form

 x 8 x staff recruited.

 x No staff training conducted or facilitated.

 x Two students from UNRE, and one student from 
UOG attached to FPDA for industrial training

Challenges

 x Ability of the institution to review FPDA 
Human Resource Manual and implement 
recommendations.

 x Lack of staff training and development 

 x Staff ceiling lower than staff requirement 

 x Compliance to HR systems and procedures 

Way Forward

 x Human Resource Manual to be reviewed 

 x Implement Mr. Wemin’s proposed staff terms 
and conditions

 x Include other corporate procedures and 
guidelines to FPDA Operational Manual

 x Improve performance management appraisal 
system

 x Facilitate staff training and development

 x Human Resource MIS software identified and 
implemented and mounted to MIS

 x Introduce contract system to staff on grade 7 
and above.

Human Resource Management Unit
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Finance Unit

Program Outcome  x Improved institutional capacity
Program KPI’s  x Transparent and accountable financial management systems

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Financial Management 
Policy (manual) 
institutionalized

Strong capacities in 
implementing Financial 
Manual (FM) developed. 

Financial Manual is in full 
implementation by FPDA accounting and 
finance program.

FM manual implemented 
across FPDA branch offices.

2. Accounts staff capacity gap 
identified

Short term training needs 
and opportunities identified.
Relevant short-term trainings 
attended as and when 
available.

The up-skilling of Finance staff is 
ongoing through short-term trainings, 
workshops and seminars.

3. Financial Management 
system integrated to MIS/
IFMS/Finance/ICT/IMC

Appropriate software 
identified for use by FPDA.
Information on finance and 
accounts uploaded to MIS.
Finance & accounts 
information implemented on 
MIS 

FPDA fully integrated the IFMS system 
in budgeting, managing and reporting 
annual budgetary allocations.

FPDA’s finances are also fully integrated 
with the National Department of Finance 
financial systems.

The core function of the finance section is to prudently manage the public funds for service delivery in compliance 
with the PNG Financial Management Act.  It provides financial reports to treasury department on a quarterly basis to 
meet the requirements.  The finance section also advices the management on the cash flow as well as expenditure 
control measures.  A Financial Management Policy (Manual) has been developed this year, and integrated with IFMS 
(Integrated Financial Management System) for prudent management of public funds.

Highlights
 x The FPDA Financial Manual was completed in early 

January 2016 and now in full operation. All transactions 
relating to disbursement of funds are done according to 
the Manual. The finance and accounting section used this 
manual as a guide, when making payments, recording 
payments and receipts are posted into our accounting 
system called (MYOB). This manual acts as a buffer to 
correct officers who wants to instigate transaction not in 
line with the established accounting policies, standards 
and procedures.

 x FPDA’s accounting and financial management system 
integration in to IFMS in the Department of Finance at 
Waigani is completed. 

 x Financial performance is reported on a timely manner 
every quarter using standard template provided by the 
Department of Finance. 

 x FPDA is hooked up with Finance Department’s web site, 
with finance and corporate affairs manager are the only 
authorized personnel to access the Finance Department’s 
web site to upload, review and approve the budget pack 
data for Goods & Services and Development funding 
via Citrix on an annual basis. Through this integrated 
system, any changes or adjustment made in Waigani on 
budget appropriations are notified through budget alert.   
FPDA logs onto the website via Citrix after receiving alert 
messages, and make necessary changes and confirm the 
budget.

 x The accounts staff were up-skilled in the field of 
accounting and other business related through 
attendance of accounting seminars, training and 
workshop.  

Challenges
 x The accounts support staff has limited knowledge on 

basic accounting principles & MYOB system.

 x Ineffective email communication system with high 
monthly bills

Way Forward

 x Build capacity of accounts staff  

 x In preparation for the IFAD project coming up; recruit a 
certified accountant, an experienced accounts payable 
officer, and an inventory controller.

 x Engage software companies to integrate donors 
(IFAD) reporting system requirements FPDA’s financial 
management.

Table 19: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Program & Project Highlights 
Administration Unit

The administration function of the institution is to manage the organizational resources to enable effective delivery 
of services.  It ensures field delivery is supported through providing logistical support including; procurement 
and management of assets; motor vehicle fleets, provides and maintains office utilities, management of regional 
offices through the OICs, maintenance of properties, and facilitates disposal of assets.

Program Outcome  x Administration Enhanced 
Program KPI’s  x 90% staff satisfied with administrative functions in FPDA.

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. FPDA offices 
effectively managed

Resource needs identified & 
documented.

Identification of administrative needs is 
an ongoing activity.

Resource needs of FPDA 
offices adequately supplied.

More than 80% satisfaction rating on 
meeting resource needs of FPDA staff & 
centers. 

Developed & institutionalize 
an effective internal 
communication system.

Work in progress in strengthening 
internal communication, based on trust 
and commitment by each staff.

OIC's delegated authority 
defined, approved & 
documented.

Appointment of mature and qualified, 
OIC,s to manage branch officers is on 
going.

2. Administration 
information 
integrated into MIS

Information for 
administration uploaded to 
MIS.

MIS is not in place and hence nil 
progress

Information on MIS is 
effectively managed and 
easily accessed.

MIS not yet developed.

Resource needs identified & 
documented.

Resource needs identified and procured 
as and when  needed depending on 
availability of finances.

Resources needs of FPDA 
offices adequately supplied 
as and when required.

About 80% achievement of this target.

Highlights
 x Regional offices have been effectively resourced 

and maintained

 x Partnership with key stakeholders including; 
provinces, districts, institutions and NGOs has been 
maintained in regional offices

 x WHP has many assets that OIC reports on including 
the assets for seed potato multiplication scheme.

Challenges
 x Computers not performing well in all offices. 

 x Office rentals in some regional offices are increasing

 x Poor communication tools  

Way Forward
 x Computers needs upgrading or procurement 

of new ones

 x Furniture in regional offices to be replaced

 x Vehicle in regional offices to be replaced

 x Tambul screen house and staff houses to be 
repaired

 x Security to be recruited to guard properties 
in Tambul

 x OIC duty statements to be issued

Table 20: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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KRA 2 Objective  x Improved efficiency and productivity in horticulture institutions and 
along value chains.

KRA 2 KPI  x 5% aggregate productivity reported in FPDA and the industry
MTP2  Outcomes /
Outputs MTP2 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Innovative technologies 
developed.

5% aggregate productivity 
achieved along value chains.

No benchmark established.

FPDA successfully implemented 4 ACIAR 
projects.
An ACIAR project on sweet potato 
commercial value chains was completed. 

2. Effective policy dialogue 
established

5x policy dialogues 
conducted. No policy dialogue conducted

3. Cross – cutting issues 
effectively integrated

Number of cross cutting 
issues integrated into FPDA 
programs/projects.

Nil Achievement

Enabling Environment

FPDA recognises that the horticulture industry requires 
appropriate policies and innovations across all areas of 
the industry to enable it to be productive and hence 
to make the desired progress. Major socio-economic 
impediments such as HIV and AIDS, Gender inequality as 
well as discrimination of any nature and lack of respect for 
environmental sustainability can hinder progress in the 
industry in many respects. 

Research into and development of relevant innovations 
and appropriate policies and their mainstreaming in 
FPDA as an organisation, and across the fresh produce 
industry would significantly influence the performance 
of FPDA and the industry as a whole. FPDA aims to 
create a highly conducive environment to improve the 
efficiency and productivity of FPDA and the industry 
over this corporate phase II.

Highlights
 x Successfully Implemented 4 ACIAR research and 

development projects

 x Did a final review and successfully completed one 
ACIAR project.

 x The ACIAR projects contributed more than K600,000 
to supplement FPDA funding on research and 
development.

 x ACIAR projects contributed significantly to the 
building of R&D capacity of FPDA staff and the 
farming communities.

 x New innovative systems of development and 
community engagement such as the Family Farm 
Teams were introduced.

 x FPDA was contracted as a service provider to conduct 
a brokered training using model farm approach in 
Lumusa.

 x Significant capacities and market linkages for 
traditional vegetable producers and suppliers in 
Centeral province. They were connected to markets in 
Port Moresby under the ACIAR Indigenous vegetables 
projects.

 x Recruited a research technician to implement the 
ACIAR TADEP project on commercialization of sweet 
potato.

Challenges
 x Lack of human resource to help support implementation 

of the ACIAR research and development projects.

 x Most staff of FPDA do not see and appreciate 
the value in capacity building and other 
related benefits to their normal extension and 
development activities. 

 x The program manager responsible has 
not pursued the 16 recommendations for 
improvement of the value chains in PNG to a 
satisfactory conclusion with CIMC. 

 x Capacities and confidence of mainstreaming 
Gender & HIV awareness amongst value chain 
players and within segments of value chains 
absent.  

Way Forward
 x Ensure better alignment of ACIAR project R&D 

activities and importantly outputs and outcomes 
to FPDA core program outputs and outcomes.

 x Recruit fulltime staff to take charge of each 
ACIAR research project.

 x Ensure that the technologies and innovations 
are applied by FPDA to improve productivity 
and hence profitability of farmers and other 
value chain players.

 x Ensure that the task to successfully complete and 
launch the 16 recommendations for improved 
value chains with CIMC is adopted into the 
annual operational plan.

 x Build capacity and a system of mainstreaming 
gender & HIV awareness into FPDA extension 
and development interventions.

Table 21: Aggregate 2016 KRA1 Achievem
ents against 

M
TP2 O

utputs and M
TP2 KPI Targets.
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Research & Technology Development

Program 
Outcome  x Enabling Environment Created

Program KPI’s  x Innovative Technologies developed
2016 Annual 
Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Adaptive 
Research 
Conducted

Research needs identified 
and conducted. Adhoc & no documentation.

Collaborative research 
project with Australia Center 
for International Agriculture 
(ACIAR) implemented

ACIAR Indigenous vegetable project.
-Market value study – K12million or value of 
indigenous vegetables in POM markets
-Field trainings conducted
-Production value chain study conducted 
ACIAR Sweet Potato Value Chain Project
-Farmer field school concept trialed
-Gross margin analysis training conducted
-Final project review conducted.
ACIAR/TADEP WiBA project:
-Lumusa project – good progress
-Asaro/Goroka project – very good
ACIAR/TADP Sweet potato commercialization 
project
-Recruited a research technician
-Tested (PT) sweet potato in TEAM sites 
-Developed farmer profile templates
-Monitor volume in Hagen
Brokered partnerships with UNRE, PNG Unitech
Under discussion – NARI, UOG, NRI and MRI

Research council established Nil progress
Research partnership 
established

USQ, PNG UNRE, University of Canberra
University of Sunshine Coast.

The function of this program is to coordinate the identification of research needs across the value chains and to facilitate 
partnership arrangements to implement relevant research activities to generate innovations to address these needs.  
These innovations are purposely to increase productivity and hence profitability along the value chains. For example, 
high yielding varieties, improved post harvest and packaging systems, increased consumer preferences due to product 
presentation etcetera. FPDA has been collaborating with key institutions like NARI, PNG University of Technology, 
and international development partners including Universities in Australia through the ACIAR (Australian Centre for 
International Agriculture Research) funded projects to address these key research needs of the fresh produce industry.

Highlights
 x Implementing 4x ACIAR funded research projects in 

partnership with national and international research 
organizations and universities.

 x ACIAR sweet potato value chain project completed 
with a final review. 

 x Satisfactorily implemented the ACIAR/TADEP WiBA 
project in Lumusa and Asaro project.

Challenges
 x Building partnership with R&D institutions and 

making partnerships work

 x Research capacity limited and especially vacant 
program manager throughout the year.

 x Research coordination for both internal and external 
partnerships 

Way Forward
 x Establish research partnership & network with all 

National R&D institutions and key International 
R&D institutions

 x Develop and sign MOU/MOA with established 
institutions

 x Coordinate research & technology development 
with R&D institutions

 x Conduct annual Fresh Produce Industry 
symposiums/conference

 x Establish a Research Coordination Committee 
(RCC) to coordinate and vet research proposals 
and publications 

 x Publish PNG horticulture Research & Development 
journal

Table 22: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Planning, Monitoring & Evaluation Unit

The planning and monitoring unit is a function under the Policy and Planning Program of FPDA directly responsible 
for corporate planning and reporting.  The program facilitates the development of annual operational plans and 
medium term plans.  It conducts annual reviews on the implementation of annual operational plans to inform 
annual operational plan for the following year.  The program is also responsible for collating the monthly reports 
and compile technical reports for producing quarterly, 6 monthly and annual reports to treasury department.  
The annual reviews are compiled to produce annual reports.

Program Outcome  x Improved Institutional Capacity
Program KPI’s  x PM&E system institutionalised.

2016 Annual Outputs 40% improvement in staff 
productivity. 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Planning developed 2016 annual review completed. Completed review 

2. Business plan 
implemented

2017 planning commenced in 
November and presented to 
board FPDA in early 2017.

Annual operational plan and 
budget completed, approved and 
implemented in 2017.

3. M& E work frame 
developed

KPIs for respective programs 
identified

KPIs already identified in the AOP by 
March.

An M&E framework & reporting 
protocols to monitor progress on 
KPIs established.

Nil progress

A functional M&E and reporting 
system implemented successfully. Nil progress.

4. Effective monitoring 
and reporting system 
established.

5. Revenue generation 
management capacity 
developed

Current reporting templates of 
program reports reviewed and 
improvements approved.

Reporting templates by programs 
reviewed in March 2016 but no 
other progress made.

Reporting protocol approved 
and implemented.

Business plans in draft form and not 
yet implemented.

6. M&E staff capacity 
improved.

Capacity needs for staff 
identified and implemented. Nil progress.

Highlights
 x 2016 annual review successfully completed.

 x Information on review for preparation of annual 
report appropriately captured from program 
managers.

 x Annual report prepared, published and officially 
released.

Challenges
 x Dedicated focus on delivering the program KPIs is 

generally weak.

 x Program manager may have been inundated with 
other activities resulting in weak focus on the 
planned outputs & respective KPIs.

 x Weak policy dialogue may be due to weak capacity 
in policy research and formulation.

Way forward
 x Program manager to increase focus on the 

planned and budgeted outputs and KPIs.

 x Program manager to closely consult immediate 
supervisor on any other added responsibilities 
other than those determined in the annual 
operational plan to avoid being inundated with 
other responsibilities not related to the program.

 x Program to be active in policy dialogue with 
government departments responsible for policies.

 x Program to proactively pursue formulation of 
cross cutting policies such as gender, HIV&AIDS, 
Child Protection, Sustainable environment and 
Climate Change and their mainstreaming in across 
the segments of the Fresh Produce Value Chain.

 x Program to proactively take on responsibilities on 
standards of fresh produce.

Table 23: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Policy Unit

Program Outcome  x Enabling Environment Created
Program KPI’s  x Innovative Technologies developed
2016 Annual 
Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. Adaptive Research 
Conducted

Research needs identified 
and conducted. Adhoc & no documentation.

Collaborative research 
project with Australia Center 
for International Agriculture 
(ACIAR) implemented

ACIAR Indigenous vegetable project.
-Market value study – K12 + m value of indigenous 
-vegetables in POM markets
-Field trainings conducted
-Production value chain study conducted 
ACIAR Sweet Potato Value Chain Project
-Farmer field school concept trialed
-Gross margin analysis training conducted
-Final project review conducted.
ACIAR/TADEP WiBA project:
-Lumusa project – good progress
-Asaro/Goroka project – very good
ACIAR/TADP Sweet potato commercialization 
project
-Recruited a research technician
-Established igloos and multiplied Pathogen 
Tested (PT) sweet potato in TEAM sites 
-Developed farmer profile templates
-Monitor volume in Hagen
Brokered partnerships with UNRE, PNG Unitech
Under discussion – NARI, UOG, NRI and MRI

Research council established Nil progress
Research partnership 
established

USQ, PNG UNRE, University of Canberra
University of Sunshine Coast.

The function of this program is to coordinate the identification of research needs across the value chains and to facilitate 
partnership arrangements to implement relevant research activities to generate innovations to address these needs.  These 
innovations are purposely to increase productivity and hence profitability along the value chain. For example, high yield 
varieties, improved post harvest and packaging systems, increased consumer preferences due to product presentation 
etcetera. FPDA has been collaborating with key institutions like NARI, PNG University of Technology, and international 
development partners including Universities in Australia through the ACIAR (Australian Centre for International Agriculture 
Research) funded projects to address these key research needs of the fresh produce industry.

Highlights
 x Implementing 4x ACIAR funded research projects in 

partnership with national and international research 
organizations and universities.

 x ACIAR sweet potato value chain project completed 
with a final review. 

 x Satisfactorily implemented the ACIAR/TADEP WiBA 
project in Lumusa and Asaro project.

Challenges
 x Building partnership with R&D institutions and 

making partnerships work

 x Research capacity limited and especially vacant 
program manager throughout the year.

 x Research coordination for both internal and external 
partnerships 

Way Forward
 x Establish research partnership & network with all 

National R&D institutions and key International R&D 
institutions

 x Develop and sign MOU/MOA with established 
institutions

 x Coordinate research & technology development with 
R&D institutions

 x Conduct annual Fresh Produce Industry symposiums/
conference

 x Establish a Research Coordination Committee 
(RCC) to coordinate and vet research proposals and 
publications 

 x Publish PNG horticulture Research & Development 
journal

Table 24: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs
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Sustainable Financial System

Due to downturn in the economy, the PNG government will experience annual budgetary shortfalls.  As a result 
there are cuts in the annual budget allocations for government departments and agencies including FPDA.  Given 
this challenging scenario, FPDA is committed to diversify its revenue base by pursuing opportunities for income 
generation in this corporate phase with the hope to reach a higher level of financial sustainability in the future 
as its revenue operations mature. The revenue generation options that it aims to pursue will not compete with 
the industry value chain players, and secondly, some of these will add value to and complement the current 
efforts by various industry players. For example the production and distribution of elite seed potato production.

Program Outcome  x Financial sustainability achieved
Program KPI’s  x 25% operational budget funded by internal revenue

2016 Annual Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. FPDA revenue 
increased.

30% operational budget 
funded from FPDA internal 
revenue by 2018. 

Generated approximately 14% of 
overall 2016 budget from internal 
revenue.

2. Business plan 
implemented

7 potential business options 
successfully implemented by 
FPDA.

Business plans limited and still in 
draft form.

Business plans not comprehensive 
to give enough details for decision-
making.

3. Revenue generation 
management capacity 
developed

7 potential business 
options effectively meet 
their production & revenue 
targets.

Business plans in draft form and not 
yet implemented.

4. Business subsidiary 
established

Business subsidiary registered 
and operating. Not yet done

Highlights

 x Nil

Challenges

 x Delay in making decisions to launch the program 
and KRA as expected.

Way Forward

 x Key decisions to support full implementation of 
the program and KRA need to be made.

 x Ensure that program manager is relocated to 
Goroka and that he takes control of the program.

 x Align potential revenue generating programs/
projects to the business development program.

Table 25: Aggregate 2016 KRA1 Achievem
ents against M

TP2 
O

utputs and M
TP2 KPI Targets.
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Program Outcome  x FPDA revenue increased
Program KPI’s  x 25% operational budget funded from FPDA internal revenue by 2020.

2016 Annual 
Outputs 2016 KPI Targets 2016 KPI Achievements

1. FPDA revenue 
increased

Business plan developed 
approved by FPDA Board

Draft business options available to FPDA 
have been documented.

Business plan implemented
Business plans not implemented. Routine 
revenue generation or routine cost saving 
measures continued.

Resources mobilized No resource mobilization, due to no plans 
being implemented.

Investment portfolio 
identified. Not done.

2. Revenue 
generation 
management 
capacity enhanced

Resources mobilized Staff already identified to work in the 
business development program.

Business activities identified
Business development team not mobilized 
as planned.

Business activities in 
operation

This program was recently created to explore potential revenue streams and develop business plans with adequate 
strategies cost estimates. These are to be implemented within the medium term phase 2, to purposely generate 
revenue for FPDA to have sufficient funds to better deliver services in the long run. 

Highlights
 x Nil

Challenges
 x The proposed business plans were in draft and had 

not been approved for implementation.

 x Program manager was appointed but did not take up 
the post resulting in lack of implementation.

 x Decisions to align revenue-generating programs/
projects to the business development program had 
not been made.

Way Forward
 x Program management must be put in place 

as prerequisite for full implementation of the 
program.

 x Business and management decisions need to 
be made to align potential revenue generating 
programs/projects to the business development 
program to manage according to business 
principals.

 x Realignment of staff to report to business 
development program manager.

Table 26: 2016 KPI achievem
ents against 2016 annual  KPI targets and outputs

K
R

A6Program & Project Highlights 
Business Development Program
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The primary role of FPDA board is to provide the 
strategic direction to FPDA through the strategic 
plan (2010-2030), the four subsequent five (5) year 
medium term plans (MTPs) and the respective annual 
operational plans and budgets and to ensure FPDA 
is commited and is adequately to achieving them. 
The board meets at the beginning of each year to 
approve the annual operational plans and budgets 
and once every quarter to assess the performance of 
FPDA with respect to implementation of each annual 
operational plan and budget. FPDA board also 
ensures that appropriate governance mechanisms 
such as financial and technical audits are done and 
reported through the respective annual reports. 

Audited 2016

Financial Report

FPDA engaged Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu as an external auditors to audit its 

books on an annual basis since 2007. The Financial Statements have been 

prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 

as adapted by Accounting Standard Board of Papua New Guinea (ASB) and the 

requirement of the Papua New Guinea Company Act 1997.
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Director’s remuneration
During the current year an aggregate of K43,500 (2014: K14,125) in 
director's  fees were paid.

Other information

Registered company address: 
Section 21 Allotment 10
Makinono Street,West Goroka,Eastern Highlands Province
Papua New Guinea

For and on behalf of the board.

________________________________
Director

________________________________
Director

Dated this 5th day of May 2016.

Directors’ report  for the financial year 
ended 31 December 2016

The directors of Fresh Produce Development Agency Limited have 
pleasure in submitting herewith the annual financial report of the 
company for the financial year ended 31 December 2016. In order 
to comply with the provisions of the Companies Act 1997, the 
directors report as follows:
The non executive directors of the Agency are:

1. Fabian Chow  Non executive (Board Chairman)
2. Greg Berry  Non executive 
3. John Kendiga      Non executive
4. Eileen Gini  Non executive
6. Dot Kawagla  Non executive
5. Sanja Pepae  Non executive

Company Secretary

The company secretary is Mr. John Pono.

Principal activities 

The principal activities of the Company are those of providing 
assistance to the fresh produce industry in production, marketing, 
processing and certain social oriented issues such as gender and 
youth.

Review of operations

The company recorded a net operating profit of K1,447,452 (2015: 
net operating loss of K2,169, 505) for the year.

Changes in state of affairs

During the financial year there was no significant change in the 
principal activity or state of affairs of the company other than that 
referred to in the financial statements or notes thereto.

Subsequent events

There has not been any circumstance, other than that referred to 
in the financial statements or notes thereto, that has arisen since 
the end of the financial year, that has significantly affected, or may 
significantly affect the operations of the company, the results of 
those operations, or the state of affairs of the company in future 
financial years.

Independent audit report

The financial statements have been audited and should be read in 
conjunction with the independent audit report on pages 3 and 4. 
The audit and non-audit fee payable is K50,000 (2015: K35, 400 ).

Changes in accounting policies

No changes in accounting policies occurred during the current year.

Donations

The company spent K30,000 on donations during the current year 
(2014: K98,052)

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu 

Deloitte Tower, Level 12
Douglas Street,Port Moresby

PO Box 1275 Port Moresby
National Capital District

Papua New Guinea
Tel:  +675 308 7000 Fax:  +675 308 7001 

www.deloitte.com/pg

INDEPENDENT AUDIT REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF 
FRESH PRODUCE DEVELOPMENT AGENCY LIMITED

Report on the Financial Report

We  have  audited  the  accompanying financial  statements of Fresh 
Produce  Development Agency Limited, which comprise the  statement 
of  financial   position as  at  31  December 2015, and the statement of 
profit or loss and  other comprehensive income, statement of changes 
in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and a 
summary of significant accounting policies  and other explanatory 
information.

Directors’ Responsibility for the Financial Report

The  directors  are  responsible for  the  preparation   and  fair  
presentation of  the  financial  report  in accordance  with International  
Financial  Reporting  Standards, the Companies  Act 1997, and for such 
internal   controls   as  the   directors   determine   is  necessary   to  
enable   the   preparation  and   fair presentation of the financial  report  
that is free from  material misstatement, whether  due to fraud  or error.

Auditor’s Responsibility

Our responsibility is to express  an opinion  on the financial  report  based 
on our audit We conducted our audit  in accordance  with International  
Standards  on Auditing. Those standards require  that we comply  with 
relevant  ethical requirements relating  to audit engagements and plan  
and  perform  the audit to obtain reasonable  assurance  whether the 
financial report is free from material misstatement.

A
FRAudited Financial Report 2016Administrative Structure
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_______________________________

Director

Dated this 14th July 2017.

An audit involves  performing procedures  to obtain audit evidence  
about the amounts  and disclosures in  the  financial  report.  The  
procedures  selected  depend  on  the  auditor's  judgment,  including  the 
assessment  of the risks of material misstatement of the financial report, 
whether  due to fraud or error. In  making  those  risk  assessments,   the  
auditor  considers  internal  control  relevant  to  the  entity's preparation  
of the financial report that gives a true and fair view, in order to design 
audit procedures that are appropriate  in the circumstances, but not 
for the purpose  of expressing  an opinion  on the effectiveness of 
the entity's  internal control.  An audit  also includes  evaluating  the 
appropriateness of accounting  policies  used and the reasonableness 
of accounting  estimates  made by the directors, as well as evaluating 
the overall presentation  of the financial report.

We believe that the audit evidence  we have obtained  is sufficient  and 
appropriate  to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the financial report of Fresh Produce Development 
Agency Limited presents fairly, in all material respects, the company's  
financial position as at  31  December  2015 and  of its financial 
performance for the year then ended accordance with International 
Financial Reporting Standards and the Companies Act 1997.

Report on Other Legal and Regulatory Requirements

The financial report of Fresh Produce Development Agency Limited is 
in accordance with the Companies Act 1997 and proper accounting 
records have been kept by the company. During the year ended 31 
December 2015, we did not provide any other services to Fresh Produce 
Development Agency Limited.

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

Benjamin Lee
Registered under the Accountants Act 1996
Partner-Port Moresby

Dated this 17th day of July 2017.

Directors’ declaration

The directors declare that:

(a) in the directors’ opinion, there are reasonable grounds to  
 believe that the company will be able to pay its debts as and  
 when they become due and payable; and

(b) In the directors’ opinion, the attached financial statements  
 and notes thereto are in accordance with PNG Companies   
 Act  1997, including compliance with accounting standards  
 and giving a true and fair view of the financial position and  
 performance of the company.

For and on behalf of the board.

________________________________
Director

For the financial year ended 31 December 2016

Note 2016 (K) 2015 (K)
 

Revenue
Grants 15 (a)  9,040,829  6,072,709 

Other income 15 (b)  33,179  340,997 
9,378,008 6,413,706

Less:  Operating 
expenses
Employee benefits 
expenses

16 (a)  3,161,210  3,318,353 

Marketing 
expenses

16 (b)  55,657  83,934

Occupancy 
expenses

16 (c )  102,747  156,448

Accounting and 
consultancy 
expenses

16 (d )  335,130  322,379

Motor vehicle 
expenses

16 (e )  467,030  583,411 

Operational 
material expenses

16 (f )  182,575  97,451

Other 
administration 
related expenses

16 (g )  334,695  239,236

Travel and 
accommodation 
expenses

16 (h)  1,487,895  1,501,015 

Office materials 
and supplies

16 (i)  154,838  73,497

Depreciation 
expense

16 ( j)  357,224  421,139 

Other operational 
expense

16 (k)  195,498  1,786,246

Other expenses 16 (l)       96,057           102
 7,930,556  8,583,211 

Profit/(loss) before 
tax

1,447,452  (2,169,505)

Income tax 
expenses

 -    -   

Comprehensive 
income/(loss) for 
the year

1,447,452 (2,169,505)

Statement of Profit or Loss and Other 
Comprehensive Income

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the 
accompanying notes
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Statement of changes in equity 
As at 31 December 2016

Share 
(K)

Retained 
earnings (K)

Total (K)

Balance at 1 January 2015 17,916,689

2 (2,169,505)  17,916,691

Net profit for the year 36,172 (2,169,505)

-
Balance at 31 December 
2015

15,747,184 15,747,186

2  1,447,452

Net profit for the year 1,447,452 (2,169,505)

 
Balance at 31 December 
2016

2 17,194,636 17,194,638

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes

Notes to the financial statements 
For the financial year ended 31 December 2016
 
1. General Information

Fresh Produce Development Agency Limited is a Government 
Agency, incorporated under the PNG Companies Act and 
operating in Papua New Guinea.
 
Registered office 
Section 21, Lot 12, 
Hagen Drive, Mt Hagen
Western Highlands Province, PNG

Principle place of business
Makinono Street, Goroka Town
P. O. Box 958, Goroka
Eastern Highlands Province, PNG 

2.  Application of new and revised   
 International Financial Reporting  
 Standards (IFRS)

2.1   New and revised IFRSs affecting   
 amounts reported and/or disclosures  
 in the financial statements

In the current year, the Company has applied a number of 
new and revised IFRSs issued by the International Accounting 
Standards Board (IASB) that are mandatorily effective for an 
accounting period that begins on or after 1 January 2016.

Note 2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Operating activities

Cash receipts from donors and 
agencies

9,366,776  6,419,710

Cash paid to suppliers and 
employees

(7,754,101) (8,119,092) 

Net cash (used in)/generated 
from operating activities 

(1,612,675) (1,699,382)

Investing activities   
Purchase of fixed assets  (310,331)  (588,574)

Proceeds on disposal of fixed 
assets

4  (13,964,895)  (588,574)

Net cash used in investing 
activities

 -    -   

Net increase /(decrease) in 
cash and cash equivalents

 (1,302,344)  (2,287,956) 

Cash and cash equivalents at 
beginning of year

10,264,270 12,552,223 

Cash and cash equivalents at 
end of year

 11,566,614  12,266,292 

Balance at 31 December 2014 11 (a)  11,566,614  10,264,270

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes

Note 2016(K) 2015 (K)

Shareholders' funds

Issued share capital  2  2

Retained earnings  17,194,636  15,747,183  

Total shareholders 'funds  17,194,636 15,747,185 

Current Assets

Cash at bank 11(a) 11,566,614 10,264,270

Prepayments or other 
debtors

5 184,540 173,308  

Total current assets 11,751,154  10,437,578 

Non-current assets

Property, Plant & 
Equipment

4 5,869,748 5,916,640

Total Non-current assets 5,869,748 5,916,640

Total Assets 17,620,902 16,354,218

Current liabilities

Trade & other creditors 6 180,879 164,376

Provision-employment 
entitlements

7 245,367 442,657

Total current liabilities 426,264 607,033

Net Assets 17,620,902 15,747,185
 

The above statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes

As at 31 December 2016 For the financial year ended 31 December 2016
Statement of financial position Statement of cashflow

A
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financial liability that  is attributable to changes in the credit 
risk of that  liability is presented  in other  comprehensive  
income, unless  the  recognition of  the  effects  of  changes  
in  the liability's credit  risk in other comprehensive income  
would create  or enlarge an accounting mismatch in profit 
or loss. Changes in fair value attributable to a financial 
liability's credit  risk are not  subsequently reclassified  
to profit or loss. Under lAS 39, the entire amount of the 
change in the fair value of the financial liability designated 
as fair value through profit or loss is presented in profit 
or loss.

• In relation to the impairment of financial assets, IFRS 9 
requires an expected credit loss model, as opposed to 
an incurred credit loss model under lAS 39. The expected 
credit loss model requires an entity to account for expected 
credit losses and changes in those expected credit losses at 
each reporting date to reflect changes in credit risk since 
initial recognition. In other words, it is no longer necessary 
for a credit event to have occurred before credit losses 
are recognised.

The directors anticipate that the application of IFRS 9 in the 
future is unlikely to have a significant impact on amounts 
reported in respect of the entity's financial assets and financial 
liabilities.

Amendments to lAS 1 Disclosure Initiative

The amendments to lAS 1 give some guidance on how to apply 
the concept of materiality in practice.

The amendments to lAS 1are effective for annual period  
beginning on or after 1 January 2016. The directors of the 
company  do  not  anticipate that the  application of  these  
amendments to  lAS 1 will  have  an impact  on  the  company's 
financial statements.

 Amendments to lAS 16 & lAS 38 Cl arification 
of acceptable Methods of Depreciation & 
Amortisation

The amendments to  lAS 16 prohibit entities from  using a 
revenue-based depreciation method for items  of property, 
plant and equipment. The amendments to lAS 38 introduce 
a reputable presumption that  revenue  is not  an appropriate 
basis for amortisation of an intangible asset. This presumption 
can only be rebutted in the following two  limited circumstances: 
when the intangible assets is expressed as a measure  of revenue; 
or when it can be demonstrated that  revenue  and consumption 
of the economic benefits of the intangible asset are highly 
correlated.

The amendments apply prospectively for annual periods 
beginning or after 1January 2016. Currently, the Company uses 
the diminishing value basis for deprecation for its property, plant 
and equipment. The directors believe  that  the  diminishing is 
the  most  appropriate method to  reflect  the  consumption 
of  economic  benefits inherent in  the  respective  assets  and 
accordingly,the directors of the Company do not anticipate that  
the application of these amendments to lAS 16 and lAS 38 will 
have a material impact on the financial statements.

Annual improvements to IFR5s 2010·2012 Cycle 
and 2011- 2013 Cycle

The company  has applied  the  amendments to IFRSs included  in 
the Annual Improvements to IFRSs 2010- 2012 Cycle and 2011 - 
2013 Cycle for  the  first  time  in  the  current year. The  application  
of the  amendments has ha d no impact  of the disclosures or 
amounts recognised in the company's  financial statements.

2.2   New and revised IFRSs in issue but   
 not yet effective

The Company has not applied the following new and revised IFRSs 
that have been issued but are not yet effective: 

IFRS 9
Amendments to lAS 1

Amendments to IFRSs
Amendments to lAS 16 and lAS 38
 
Financial lnstruments2

Disclosure lnitiative1

Annual Improvements to IFRSs 2012-2014 Cycle 1

Clarification  of   Acceptable   Methods  of  Depreciation  and
Amortisation1

1 Effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1January 
2016,with earlier application permitted.

2  Effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1January 
2018,with earlier application permitted.

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments

IFRS 9, issued in November 2009,introduced new requirements 
for the classification and measurement of financial assets. IFRS 
9 was amended in October  2010 to include  requirements for 
the classification and measurement of financial liabilities and for 
derecognition.  

Key requirements of IFRS 9:

• All recognised  financial assets that  are within the scope of 
lAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement 
are required to be subsequently measured  at amortised 
cost or fair value. Specifically,debt investments that  are held 
within a business model  whose objective is to collect  the 
contractual cash flows,and that  have contractual cash flows  
that  are solely payments of principal and interest on the 
principal outstanding are generally measured  at amortised 
cost at the end of subsequent  accounting periods. All other  
debt investments and equity  investments are measured at 
their fair  value  at the  end of  subsequent accounting periods. 
In addition, under  IFRS 9, entities may make  an irrevocable 
election to present  subsequent  changes in the fair value of 
an equity  investment (that  is not held for trading)  in other 
comprehensive income with  only dividend income generally 
recognised in profit or loss. 

• With regard to the measurement of financial liabilities 
designated  as at fair value through profit or loss,IFRS 9 
requires that the amount of change in the  fair value of the 
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3.  Summary of Accounting Policies
 
A. Statement of Compliance

The financial statements of Fresh Produce Development 
Company Limited (“the Company”) have been prepared in 
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards 
as adopted by the Accounting Standards Board of Papua New 
Guinea (ASB) and the requirements of the Papua New Guinea 
Companies Act 1997.

B. Basis of preparation
 
The financial report has been prepared on the basis of historical 
cost except for certain financial instruments that are measured 
at revalued amounts or at fair values at the end of each 
reporting period, as explained in accounting policies below. 
 
Historical cost is generally based on the fair value of the 
consideration given in exchange for goods and services.

Fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset 
or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between 
market participants at the measurement date, regardless of 
whether that price is directly observable or estimated using 
another valuation technique. In estimating the fair value of 
an asset or a liability, the company takes into account the 
characteristics of the asset or liability if market participants 
would take those characteristics into account when pricing 
the asset or liability at the measurement date.
  
All amounts are presented in Papua New Guinea kina, unless 
otherwise noted. The following significant accounting policies 
have been adopted in the preparation and presentation of the 
financial report:
 
(a) Cash and cash equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand, cash in 
banks and investments in money market instruments, net of 
outstanding bank overdrafts.
 
(b) Employee benefits

Provision is made for benefits accruing to employees in respect 
of wages and salaries annual leave and long service leave when 
it is probable that settlement will be required and they are 
capable of being measured reliably.

Provisions made in respect of employee benefits which are not 
expected to be settled within 12 months, are measured at their 
nominal values using the remuneration rate expected to apply 
at the time of settlement.
 
Provisions made in respect of employee benefits which are 
not expected to be settled within 12 months, are measured at 
present value of the estimated future cash outflows to be made 
by the company in respect of services provided by employees 
up to reporting date.

(c) Financial instruments

Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when a Group 
entity becomes a party to the contractual provisions of the instruments.

Financial assets and financial liabilities are initially measured at fair 
value. Transaction costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition 
or issue of financial assets and financial liabilities (other than financial 
assets and financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss) are 
added to or deducted from the fair value of the financial assets or 
financial liabilities, as appropriate, on initial recognition. Transaction 
costs directly attributable to the acquisition of financial assets or 
financial liabilities at fair value through profit or loss are recognised 
immediately in profit or loss.
 
(d) Financial assets
 
Financial assets are classified into the following specified categories: 
financial assets 'at fair value through profit or loss' (FVTPL), 'held-to-
maturity' investments, 'available-for-sale' (AFS) financial assets and 
'loans and receivables'. The classification depends on the nature and 
purpose of the financial assets and is determined at the time of initial 
recognition. All regular way purchases or sales of financial assets are 
recognised and derecognised on a trade date basis. Regular way 
purchases or sales are purchases or sales of financial assets that require 
delivery of assets within the time frame established by regulation or 
convention in the marketplace.
 
(e) Foreign currency

Foreign currency transactions:

All foreign currency transactions during the financial year are brought to 
account using the exchange rate in effect at the date of the transaction.  
Foreign currency monetary items at reporting data are translated at the 
exchange rate existing at reporting date.  Non-monetary assets and 
liabilities carried at fair value that are denominated in foreign currencies 
are translated at the rates prevailing at the date when the fair value 
was determined.  Exchange differences are recognised in statement of 
comprehensive income in the period in which they arise.
  
(f) Goods and services tax

Fresh Produce Development Agency Limited is GST exempted; 
therefore GST is not applicable per Internal Revenue Commission.
 
(g) Impairment of assets

At each reporting date, the company reviews the carrying amounts of 
its tangible and intangible assets to determine whether there is any 
indication that those assets have suffered an impairment loss. If any 
such indication exists, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated 
in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss (if any). Where 
the asset does not generate cash flows that are independent from 
other assets, the company estimates the recoverable amount of the 
cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.  
 
Recoverable amount is the higher of fair value less costs to sell and 
value in use. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows 
are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that 
reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and 
the risks specific to the asset for which the estimates of future cash 
flows have not been adjusted.

A
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(h) Income tax expense

The company is exempted from income tax by virtue of Section 
27 (c) of the Income Tax Act, and has been granted approval 
to that effect by the Commissioner General of Internal Revenue 
Commission.
 
(i) Payables

Trade payables and other accounts payable are recognised when 
the company becomes obliged to make future payments resulting 
from the purchase of goods and services.
 
( j) Property, plant and equipment

Land is measured at cost.
Buildings, Plant and equipment, and motor vehicles are stated at 
cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment.  Cost includes 
expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition of the 
item.  In the event that settlement of all or part of the purchase 
consideration is deferred, cost is determined by discounting the 
amounts payable in the future to their present value as at the date 
of acquisition.  Depreciation is provided on property, plant and 
equipment, and motor vehicles.  Depreciation is calculated on a 
Diminishing Value basis.  The estimated useful life, residual values 
and depreciation method is reviewed at the end of each annual 
reporting period.

Principal annual rates in use are:

• Office Furniture and Equipment        15%
• Furniture and Fittings                        7.5%
• Motor Vehicles                                   30%
• Buildings                                              2%
 
(k) Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the company has a present 
obligation, the future sacrifice of economic benefits is probable, 
and the amount of the provision can be measured reliably.

The amount recognised as a provision is the best estimate of the 
consideration required to settle the present obligation at reporting 
date, taking into account the risks and uncertainties surrounding 
the obligation. 

Where a provision is measured using the cash flows estimated to 
settle the present obligation, its carrying amount is the present 
value of those cash flows.

When some or all of the economic benefits required to settle a 
provision are expected to be recovered from a third party, the 
receivable is recognised as an asset if it is virtually certain that 
recovery will be received and the amount of the receivable can be 
measured reliably.

(l) Government grants

Government grants are not recognised until there is reasonable 
assurance that the company will comply with the conditions 
attaching to them and that the grants will be received.

Government grants are recognised in profit or loss on a 
systematic basis over the periods in which the company 
recognises as expenses the related costs for which the 
grants are intended to compensate. Specifically, government 
grants whose primary condition is that the company should 
purchase, construct or otherwise acquire non-current assets 
are recognised as deferred revenue in the consolidated 
statement of financial position and transferred to profit or 
loss on a systematic and rational basis over the useful lives of 
the related assets.

Government grants that are receivable as compensation for 
expenses or losses already incurred or for the purpose of giving 
immediate financial support to the company with no future 
related costs are recognised in profit or loss in the period in 
which they become receivable.

The benefit of a government loan at a below-market rate of 
interest is treated as a government grant, measured as the 
difference between proceeds received and the fair value of the 
loan based on prevailing market interest rates.

(m) Loans and receivables

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with 
fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an 
active market. Loans and receivables (including trade and other 
receivables, bank balances and cash, and others (describe) 
are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest 
method, less any impairment.

Interest income is recognised by applying the effective interest 
rate, except for short-term receivables when the effect of 
discounting is immaterial.

(n) Impairment of financial assets

Financial assets, other than those at FVTPL, are assessed for 
indicators of impairment at the end of each reporting period.
Financial assets are considered to be impaired when there is 
objective evidence that, as a result of one or more events that 
occurred after the initial recognition of the financial asset, 
the estimated future cash flows of the investment have been 
affected.

C.  Critical accounting judgements   
 and key sources of estimation   
 uncertainty

In the application of the Company's accounting policies, which 
are described in note 3, the directors of the Company are 
required to make judgements, estimates and assumptions 
about the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities that are 
not readily apparent from other sources. The estimates and 
associated assumptions are based on historical experience and 
other factors that are considered to be relevant. Actual results 
may differ from these estimates.
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Land
(K)

Buildings
(K)

Work in 
Progress

(K)

Motor 
vehicle

(K)

Office 
furniture 

& 

Furniture 
& 

fittings
(K)

Total
(K)

Cost or valuation

Balance at 31 
December 2015

 1,253,357 3,235,260 160,215 2,244,314 768,131 40,277 8,249,875

Additions  -   20,133 548,321 145,249 6,319 310,331

Disposals  -    -   138,630 (5,994) 46,596 (5,994)

Balance at 31 
December 2015

 1,253,357 3,255,393 708,536 2,382,944 907,386 - 8,554,212

Accumulated 
Depreciation

Balance at 31 
December 2015

- 353,828 1,575,245 384,101 20,359 2,333,233

Depreciation 57,792 228,553 68,634 2,226 357,226

Disposal - - {5,994) - (5,994)

Balance at 31 
December 2016

- 411,320 1,803,778 446,741 22,625 2,333,233

Net book value

As at 31 
December 2015

1,253,357 2,881,732 708,536 669,068 384,030 19,918 5,916,641

As at 31 
December 2016

1,253,357 2,844,073 708,536 579,166 460,644 23,971 5,875,528

The estimates and underlying assumptions 
are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions 
to accounting estimates are recognised in the 
period in which the estimate is revised if the 
revision affects only that period, or in the period 
of the revision and future periods if the revision 
affects both current and f future periods.

Critical judgements in applying accounting 
policies. The following are the critical 
judgements, apart from those involving 
estimations, that the directors have made in 
the process of applying the Group's accounting 
policies and that have the most significant effect 
on the amounts recognised in the financial 
statements.

(a)  Operating lease    
 commitments –    
 Company as Lessee

The Company has entered into commercial 
property leases. The directors have determined 
that all significant risks and rewards of ownership 
of these properties, which the Company leases, 
remain with the lessor. Accordingly, these leases 
are accounted for as operating lease (see Note 
13).

Key sources of estimation 
uncertainty

The following are the key assumptions 
concerning the future, and other key sources 
of estimation uncertainty at the end of the 
reporting period, that have a significant risk of 
causing a material adjustment to the carrying 
amounts of assets and liabilities within the next 
financial year.

(a)  Useful lives of property,   
 plant and equipment

The Company reviews the estimated useful lives 
of property, plant and equipment at the end of 
each reporting period. During the current year, 
the directors determined that the useful lives 
do not require adjustment.

(b)  Long Service Leave Liability

In determining the liability for long-service 
payments, management must make an estimate 
of salary increases over the following ten years, 
the discount rate for the next ten years to use 
in the present value calculation and the number 
of employees expected to leave before they are 
entitled to receive benefits.

5. Others debtors & prepayments

2016 (K) 2015 (K)

School fee 24,587 21,786  

Other debtors 61,761 59,835 

Staff Debtors 80,581 91,687

Staff Debtors 17,611

184,540 173,308 

6. Trade & Other Creditors
2016(K) 2015 (K)

Trade and other  
creditors

130,897 129,376 

Audit Fees 50,000 35,000 

180,897 164,376

7. Employment Provisions
2016 (K) 2015(K)

Long service leave 
accruals

245,367              442,657            

245,367    442,657  

4.  Property, Plan and Equipment

A
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8. Related parties disclosure
During the year the company has paid directors' emoluments 
amounting to K85,127 (2015: K43,500) excluding salaries of directors 
who are full time employees of the company. There were no related 
party transactions during the year and no outstanding balances at 31 
December 2016.

9. Financial instruments

(a) Financial risk management objectives

The company’s finance division manages the financial risks relating to the 
operations of the agency.  The company does not enter into or trade financial 
instruments, for speculative purposes.

(b) Significant accounting policies 

Details of the significant accounting policies and methods adopted, including 
the criteria for recognition, the basis of measurement and the basis on which 
income and expenses are recognized, in respect of each class of financial 
asset, financial liability and equity instrument are disclosed in Note 1 to the 
financial statements.

(c) Foreign currency risk management

The agency undertakes certain transactions denominated in foreign 
currencies, hence exposures to exchange rate fluctuations arise. Exchange 
rate exposures are managed within approved policy parameters.

(d) Credit risk management

Credit risk refers to the risk that  counterparty will default on its contractual 
obligations resulting in financial loss to the agency.  The agency exposure 
and the credit ratings of its counterparties are continuously monitored 
and the aggregate values of transactions concluded  are spread amongst 
approved counterparties. Credit exposure is controlled by counterparty limits 
that are reviewed and approved by the management annually.  The agency 
measures credit  risk on a fair value basis.  The agency does not have any 
significant credit risk exposure to any single counterparty or any group of 
counterparties having similar characteristics.
The carrying amount of financial assets recorded in the financial statements, 
net of any allowances for losses, represents the agency's maximum exposure 
to credit risk.

(e) Liquidity risk management

The agency manages liquidity risk by maintaining adequate reserves, banking 
facilities  and reserve borrowing facilities by continuously monitoring 
forecast and actual cash flows  and matching the maturity profiles of financial 
assets and liabilities.

(f) Interest rate risk management

The agency is not exposed to interest rate risk as it does not borrow funds 
at both  fixed and floating interest rates.  Funds are provided to the agency 
annually by donors and government of PNG budget appropriation.

10. Commitments for expenditure

There were no capital commitments at balance date (2015: Knil)

11. Cash and cash equivalents

For the purpose of the cash flow statement, cash and cash equivalents 
includes cash on hand and in banks, net of outstanding bank overdrafts 
and receipts and payments from other Project funds.  Cash and cash 
equivalents at the end of the financial year as shown in the cash flow 
statement is reconciled to the related items in the balance sheet as 
follows:

12.  Key Management Personnel

a)  Details of key management personnel 

The directors and other members of key management personnel of 
the Company during the year were:

Directors

 x Fabian Chow    Non Executive Director

 x Dot Kawagla  Non Executive Director

 x Greg Berry   Non Executive Director

 x John Kendiga  Non Executive Director

 x Eileen Gini  Non Executive Director

 x Sanja Pepae   Non Executive Director

Other key management personnel

 x Mark Worinu General Manager 

 x John Pono   Corporate Affairs Manager

 x Robert Lutulele Divisional Manager-RPC

 x Lucas Kindiwa  Divisional Manager-PVCS  

 x Solomon Ramu   Finance and    
   Administration Manager

 x Belinda Yapi  Board/Executive Secretary

b)  Compensation of key management   
 personnel

The aggregate compensation made to directors and other  members  
of key management personnel of the company  and the Group and 
the number  of employees  or former employees, not being directors 
of the company, whose total  remuneration and the value of other  
benefits  received,exceeded K100,000, falls within each relevant 
K10,000 band of income as follows:

2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Cash and cash 
equivalents

11,566,614 10,264,270

11,566,614 10,264,270
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                                               2016 (K)               2015 (K)
                                                       
K100,000 – K110,000                       1                     1
K110,000 – K120,000                       -                      -
K120,000 – K130,000                       -                      -
K130,000 – K140,000                       -                      -
K140,000 – K150,000                       -                      -

        2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Directors Fees      85,127 43,500

Short term 
benefits (salary, 
bonus and other 
employment 
benefits)

           

       369,992 313,062

      455,119 356,562 

13.  Operating lease arrangements 

There were 3 leases (Hagen, Lae & Kokopo) all rental lease as at 
balance date (2015:5)

(a)  Leasing arrangements

Operating leases relate to leases of building with lease terms 
between 1and 5 years. The company does not have an option to 
purchase the leased buildings at the expiry of the lease periods.

Payments 
recognised as an 
expense

Year 
Ended
2016

Year Ended
2015

31/12/16 31/12/15

Minimum lease 
payments

140,400 156,448 

Contingent rentals      -      -

Sub-lease 
payments received

     -      -

140,400 156,448

Non-Cancellable operating lease commitments

Year Ended
2016

Year Ended
2015

31/12/16 31/12/15

Not later that 1 
year

- -

Later than 1 year 
and not later than 
5 years

- -

Less than 5 years - -

Liabilities recognised in respect of non-cancellable 
operating leases

Year Ended
2016

Year 
Ended
2015

31/12/16 31/12/15

Onerous lease contracts - -

Current - -

Non-current - -

Less incentives

Current - -

Non-current - -

14.  Number of employees 

The number  of employees in 2015 is 99. (2015: 71)

15.  Income Sources

(a) Grants 2016 (K) 2015(K)

Recurrent Funds   6,256,411   5,886,800

PIP Funds 2,179,441   -

Other Grants    604,977     185,909

9,040,829 6,072,709

The company  receives yearly funding from Government of PNG 
through annual National Budget in recurrent and development 
grants. Receiving of  development grant  vary, as sometimes 
projects are not  funded.  Other  donor  agencies also directly 
fund  specific projects that are managed by the company.

(b) Other Income 2016 (K) 2015K)

Seed Potato Sales    156,220     33,714

Fresh Produce Sales     12,610     

Rental Income    81,549

Other Revenue    86,800  307,282

   340,997 340,997
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16.  Operating expenses comprise the   
 following:

(a) Employee benefit 
expense

   2016 (K)
 

   2015 (K)
   

Salaries & Wages 2,042,741 2,125,915

Housing allowance 662,537 629,375

Long service leave (168,068) 16,146

Superannuation 
(Nasfund)

249,900 254,629

Staff bonuses

MV allowance 50,082 2,955

Annual leave 181,709 4,000

Termination pay - 79,595

Transport allowance 25,550 100,718

Hardship allowance 50,893

Leave fares - 29,989

Staff amenities 52,911 48,247

Rental-staff 
accommodation

15,562 15,562

Domestic market 
allowance

12,955 11,222

Staff training            -            -

3,161,210 3,318,353

(b) Market expenses 2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Advertising 53,457 80,083

Market information   2,200   3,851

55,657 83,934

(c) Occupancy 
expenses

2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Rental Office 102,747 156,448 

102,747 156,448 

(d) Accounting & 
consultancy expenses

2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Consultancy Services 171,455 125,871

Legal expenses 81,400 127,475

Audit Fees 50,000 35,000

Bank Charges 19,284 26,551

Accounting 12,511 7,483

335,130 322,380

(e) Motor vehicle 
expenses

2016 (K)   2015 (K)
  

MV expenses 445,848 570,237

Repair & Maintenance   21,182   13,174

467,030 583,411

(f) Operational 
materials expenses

2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Publications 29,817 14,019

Operational materials 138,996 63,848

Computer expenses 12,665 19,505

Packing materials 1,097 79

182,575 97,451

(g) Other administration 
related expenses

2016(K) 2015 (K)

General expenses 249,397 103,164

Board of directors 28,150 26,390

Subscription 5,229 24,149

Office expenses 38,919 28,338

General manager 13,000 10,000

Recruitment & 
repatriation

47,195

334,695 239,236

(h) Travel & 
accomodation 
expenses

2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Travel & 
accomodation

1,487,895 1,501,015

1,487,895 1,501,015

(i) Office 
materials and 
supplies

2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Printing & 
stationery

146,071 61,595

Courier & postage 8,495 8,495

Cleaning 8,767 3,407

154,838 73,497

(j) Depreciation 
expense

2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Depreciation 457,224 421,139

257,224 421,139
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(k) Other operational          
expenses

2016 (K) 2015 (K)

Operational expenses 634,123 940,307

Insurance 182,738 245.413

Telephone 207,859 223,418

Security 51,824 135,595

Internet charges 49,706 62,285

Electricity 35,288 56,627

Fresh produce news

Freight & duty 2,652 500

Village extension 
work

(2,620) 23,950

Donations 30,000 98,052

Other utilities 3,928 100

1,195,498 1,786,246

(l) Other expenses     2016 (K)
    

    2015 (K)
    

Loss on disposal of 
fixed asset

    96,057      102

    96,057     102

17.  Events occurring after the reporting  
 period

There has not been any matter or circumstance, other than that 
referred to in the financial statements or notes thereto, that has arisen 
since the end of the financial year, that has significantly affected, or 
may significantly affect, the operations of the Company, the results 
of those operations, or the state of affairs of the Company in future 
financial years.

18.  Approval of Financial Statements

The date of the financial statements were approved by the board of 
directors and authorised for issue is shown in the directors’ report.
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